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PREFACE
“Have faith! Relax. The words will come.”
I still can hear this advice given to me by one of my writing heroes many years
ago. His words seemed simple. But at the time, I felt angry. I knew I was trying too hard.
I was determined to force feed my pen elusive food that my mind was refusing to
generate. But at the same time, I had no idea how to “relax” when I was feeling petrified,
worried and driven.
“Just relax? How do I do that?” I asked.
It took me about a year to realize that I was asking the wrong question. This
wasn’t something I could solve by doing something differently. In fact, it wasn’t
something to solve at all, as though I were working a math problem or plotting a strategic
plan. On the contrary, it involved “not doing.” Instead of solving, I needed to start freely
trusting.
I needed to trust in my mind’s potential to be creative and make connections. I
needed to trust in my mind’s ability to generate ideas on its own without me trying to
wrangle them out by force. And I needed to give my mind space to ramble, supplied with
some raw fodder to take on my meandering journey. This, in essence, is what it means to
trust: to let go of control and to wander freely.
In fact, if I were to define trust now, I would call it “the art of not doing
anything.” Or perhaps I like this definition better, trust is “the art of roaming.”
Over the years, I’ve learned that if I feel stuck, and my creativity isn’t flowing, I
change things up. I allow my mind to start roaming. I go for a long walk or drive or I
distract myself by doing something with my hands. I relax my mind and let it go. I’ve
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learned to trust my intuition and to have faith in my mind’s ability to make connections
and discover paths all on its own. And when I return to the page at hand, the connections,
thoughts, ideas and order flow out naturally like a running stream.
Trust or the “art of roaming” doesn’t mean to think about nothing. It means to
allow your mind space to play with a topic, image or thought, to synthesize, make
connections, generate and resonate. The mind needs space to relax, engage, be open, be
daring, be interested, be in love with ideas and metaphors and make relational
connections and bonds with images, emotions, dreams and imaginative scenarios. When
given space to roam, the mind becomes like a wanderer in a landscape of possibilities,
trying out trails, following paths and creating mental pictures, sounds and relationships
between them. At some point in time, things resonate. New ideas emerge along with new
connections, new metaphors and new ways of expressing them that feel good. I call this
intuitive feeling of resonance, finding my “edge.” That’s when it’s time to run to the
paper and start letting things flow.
Steve Turner, in his biography of the music group, “The Beatles,” described the
musicians’ creative process in a similar way as a kind of roaming through an alternative
reality in which their minds engaged in synthesizing memories and experiences together
with imaginative inner thoughts, dreams, memories, visions and emotions. For example,
John Lennon chose his childhood memory of a “Salvation Army children’s home in
Woolton as the locus of his experience” for the song “Strawberry Fields” to describe a
dream state where nothing was real.1 Turner says that “on weekends [John, as a child]
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Steve Turner, The Gospel According to the Beatles (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox
Press, 2006), 52.
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would sneak in and walk around the grounds. The beauty of the surroundings and the
mystery of the building gave him the sense of an alternative reality.”2 In order to get in
touch with that feeling, John needed to draw on the memory of the place that inspired it.
His mind needed the freedom to roam and search for the feeling associated with that
space: Strawberry Fields. Roaming for each of the musicians was vital to creating and
generating ideas for their music and lyrics. The more they learned to trust their creativity
and dared to let go and take time to dream, the more connections they made and the more
creative they became, as their massive oeuvre can attest to. Their success was not built
from an intricate strategic plan laid out and followed to the letter but was cultivated by
allowing their minds and hearts to wander freely into unusual and unexpected territories,
syncing memories with metaphors, and by learning to trust their intuitions and creative
inclinations.
When we fail to trust ourselves or our surroundings, we can develop blocks that
get in the way of our creativity, our identity, our ability to communicate and forge
meaningful relationships, to flourish or to grow. Trust, that is faith, is the beginning and
the impetus for all relationship and of all human function.
Popular neurologist, author and TED talk speaker Jill Bolte Taylor wrote a book
about what happens to the brain and mind during a stroke, based on her own experience.3
The way she explained it, as the stroke shut down the left side of her brain, she
experienced a sense of unity with everything around her, an appreciation for beauty and a

2

Turner, The Gospel According to the Beatles, 53.
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Jill Bolte Taylor, “My Stroke of Insight,” filmed March 2008 in New York, NY, TED Talk
video, 20:11, https://youtu.be/UyyjU8fzEYU. See also Jill Bolte Taylor, My Stroke of Insight (New York,
NY: Penguin Random House, 2006).
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fascination with sensory and emotional experience. But she lost her ability to
communicate with others. The part of her brain that was blocked controlled her feeling of
individual identity, language, communication and memory.4 Only when she healed those
blockages and re-established inter-brain connection, could she function as a whole,
integrated human being, secure in her identity and yet able to allow her mind to create,
play, communicate and learn. To do that, she needed to re-open her clogged pathways
and give her mind space and time to heal itself and begin generating language, function,
thoughts and ideas together again. She needed to trust in her own brain’s ability to
reconstitute itself, to create, to synthesize and to roam.
Roaming is essential to exploration and to learning. Trust, or faith, is not found in
strategies, or in working harder or in forcing ourselves to be something we’re not. Faith is
found in facing our fears and entering into open field spaces where we can explore our
world, play with metaphors, engage with others and their ideas, fall in love with God’s
world and people, make relational connections and dare to dream together. Like our
nomadic ancestors from our biblical past, we need to begin to re-master the art of
roaming.
This dissertation is an exercise in roaming through fields like anthropology,
psychology, the social sciences, advertising, the arts, music, popular culture, archaeology,
geology, physics, the bio sciences, mathematics, the healthcare sciences, business and

4

In the YouTube video version of “My Stroke of Insight,” Jill Bolte Taylor explains her
experiences and the types of functions she describes as right and left-brain functions. She demonstrates that
the halves of our brains, connected by the corpus callosum, the nerve fibers that connect the two halves of
our brains and allow them to communicate with each other, enable us to function as healthy, whole human
beings, capable of distinguishing ourselves as individuals and capable of seeing ourselves in community.
These two functions, vital to human brain function and to social function, identity and relationship will
form the basis for my metaphorical field theory.
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entrepreneurship, cultural critique, literary and cultural theory, technology, religion and
others. In my roaming, I’m taking a metaphor with me: the field.
Come explore with me. Dare to put on your trailblazing shoes and enter into the
field of metaphor studies. And maybe, just maybe, you’ll find a pearl or two hidden away
that might entice you in your own roaming adventures.
Come on, I dare you.
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GLOSSARY
Clean Language – Clean Language is a psychotherapeutic communications method
developed by New Zealand psychologist David Grove, which encourages patients to
discover, innovate and develop their own metaphors describing their sensory/emotional
experiences. The theory was developed to help resolve traumatic memories. The process
involves asking questions of patients’ metaphors and inviting patients to describe their
memories and feelings through those images. As patients own and interact with their
internal landscape, they gain power to alter it. Clean language describes an emergent
process of discovery, creativity and metaphor modeling.
Clean Space – This term was coined by New Zealand psychologist David Grove, which
uses emergence and metaphors of space to think creatively in groups to facilitate organic
change. Order happens from the bottom up, not top down. In facilitative groups, clean
space allows people in the group to use metaphors of space to initiate creativity and
explore complex 21st century problems that cannot be solved by formal methods of
critical inquiry. Grove agrees with Steven Pinker’s view that the metaphor of space is like
the “medium of thought itself.” Clean Space is a self-organizing systems theory
appropriate for a post-critical culture.
Cross Disciplinary – Cross disciplinarity involves viewing one discipline from the
perspective of another.
Design Thinking / Design Theory – Designers are the artistic architects of ideas, how to
create them and how to follow them through. Design theory emphasizes design as a
strategic combination of creativity, collaboration, critical inquiry and artisanship. Design
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thinking is meant to address activity and application. Design thinking may or may not use
metaphor.
Disruptive Metaphors – A term I use to describe metaphors that carry catalytic potential
for disruptive innovation. A disruptive metaphor changes the conversation or the course
of the conversation, as it changes frames or perspectives of meaning. Frank Luntz’s
alteration of the phrase “Global Warming” to “Climate Change” changed people’s views
about the meaning of the phenomenon. Changing the term “postmodern age” to
“integration age” changes our conversation about culture and the fear associated with a
“post” culture. Disruptive metaphors may be used in personal counseling, in group
dynamics or in organizational identity building and visioning to provoke changes in
conversation, insights, creative thinking or intellectual, emotional and spiritual shifts.
Emergence / Emergent Knowledge – This organizational term coined by psychologist
David Grove asserts that emergent behavior or solutions occur organically and are not
predictable from rules, strategies or past practices. Thinktanks are examples of emergent
group behavior, in which a complex problem is solved through simple interactions using
clean space metaphors.
Entanglement (Quantum Entanglement Theory) – In the language of quantum physics,
entanglement happens when collisions between particles create pairs in which particles
behave in tandem, meaning that whatever affects one particle will affect the other no
matter how far apart they are. Entanglement can be negative or positive. When two
particles are entangled, information about one of them can improve the knowledge of the
other. Relationships can be entangled. I will assert in this dissertation that church and
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culture can also experience entanglement. Paying attention to entanglement can help
identify commonalities and shared identity.
Erosion – Erosion can mean a wearing away of a landscape (geology) or wearing away
of identity (psychology or culture). An eroded soil does not contain enough stability to
support life. Likewise, an eroded identity can cause confusion, depression, isolation or an
inability to relate.
Fault Lines – A fault line is a weakness in the earth’s crust that can lead to division or
mantle shift through earthquake (geology). Likewise, a fault line can be any divisive
issue between people or groups. A fault line can also serve as a transitional space in
which one perceives two possible emotional or spiritual metaphor landscapes. Fault lines
can serve as transfiguration points for change.
Field Theory – In the Gestalt psychology of Kurt Lewin, Field Theory is a social
psychological/topological theory, which examines patterns of interaction between an
individual and his or her total field or environment. In quantum physics, Quantum Field
Theory (QFT) explains physical phenomena in terms of a field, how that field interacts
with other fields and how changes in a field can change all interactive fields and their
particles. In linguistics, Saussure identified language as metaphor existing in a field of
complex semantic associations. Based on Saussure’s work, Eva Kittay developed a
semantic field theory in which she asserted that metaphors work through taking ordered
relationships within a field and relating them or reordering them into another field.
Cultural anthropologist and sociologist Pierre Bourdieu identified a field as a zone of
social activity in which there are innovators intent on creating a cultural product.
Bourdieu studied how cultures and individuals construct social fields and how they are in
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turn influenced by them. Psychologists S. Montana Katz and Madeleine and Willy
Baranger have identified Relational Psychoanalytic Field Theory as the use of metaphor,
stories and dreams in the psychoanalytic process. Metaphor Field Theory is a term I am
using to talk about how metaphors behave in personal, textual or contextual/cultural
fields and how either emergent or intentional field dynamics can provoke metaphors to
act as change agents and catalysts for innovation.
Figuration –I am using the term figuration as the creation a new metaphorical landscape.
Formalism – Formalism describes a critical literary movement originating in Russia and
describing texts as closed systems of metaphors steeped in mystery and armed with the
power of transformative meaning. To analyze a text, one must stand under it. By making
the familiar strange, one can better recognize symbols and metaphors and relate to their
meanings. The text creates meaning. The reader is to be an “expert” analyst and observer
whose job is to discover the hidden metaphorical secrets within the text. The text is seen
as timeless and exists for itself without connection to specific cultural context.
Icon / Iconographic – An icon is a metaphorical, visual or physical sign or image whose
form displays its meaning.
Information Age / Digital Age – The 20th / 21st century or the age following the industrial
age describes the Information Age, in which the advent of the internet and digital culture
thrust our culture into a new paradigm. The information age is described as an age in
which we have access to nearly unlimited information in a variety of media through
technological advances and digital devices.
Integration Age – I am coining this term for our current age, which introduces the first
generational age group to be born as natives into digitalism, post critical thinking and
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collaborative, open source culture. The Integration Age moves from multi-disciplinarity
to trans-disciplinarity and from strategic systems thinking to emergent field thinking. In
the Integration Age, diversity is a given and the collaborative, creative product’s
“personality” trumps personal signature.
Integrative Theory – Integrative theory supports combining multiple theories or fields to
create one multi-faceted theory or field. For example, integrated healthcare combines
both traditional and alternative or functional medicine into one theory and medical
practice. My metaphorical field theory is an integrative theory.
Interdisciplinary – Interdisciplinary means conversation between more than one field.
An interdisciplinary conference might include conference papers from more than one
independent field of study. In team dynamics, interdisciplinary team members facing a
common problem collaborate together to find solutions.
Mandorla – An image in the shape of an almond, the mandorla has been used in
Christian art and iconography to frame Christ or the Virgin Mary. The mandorla may be
formed by the intersection of two circles, symbolizing a merging together of two fields
into one integrated field.
Metaphor – A metaphor is a word or image that describes another, especially a complex
idea or hard to describe entity or concept, making it accessible. Metaphors typically
contain many layers and facets of meaning which reflect that which is described. For
example, wind might describe the breath of God or Holy Spirit. Metaphors exist (a la
Saussure) within semantic fields and are necessarily relational and connective.
Conceptual metaphors, introduced by Lakoff and Johnson and later expanded by Gerald
and Lindsay Zaltman, link one idea to another, so that a difficult term might be more
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easily understood. These links create our understanding and perception of our world and
ourselves. They underlie our vision and version of reality.
Metaphor Theory – Metaphor theory investigates how metaphors work in various
disciplines, how language influences thought and how metaphors organize our
experiences and perceptions of reality and truth. Metaphor Theory as a field has become
vogue in Europe in disciplines such as science, social science, advertising, politics,
healthcare, linguistics and literature but has not yet become a prevalent course of study or
research in the United States, although some theorists are beginning to engage in
metaphor studies, due to the work of Lakoff and Johnson and others. The artifact for this
project seeks to encourage the study of metaphor and metaphor theory in the United
States in conversation with the controversial but culturally integrative and pervasive
metaphor of faith.
Multidisciplinary – In this model, people approach a problem from their own
perspectives and then share research, theories, solutions or results.
Multimodality – Multimodality is an interdisciplinary approach to social semiotics.
Multimodality sees communication in terms of the modes used to convey messages, such
as writing, speaking, gesture, art, music and other types of visual and tangible forms.
Multimodality has become a popular way to look at metaphor in the Integration Age of
multimedia technology.
Narratology – Narratology is a critical theory that explores the function and structure of
narrative and its symbols. Primary a French movement, primary theorists include Roland
Barthes, Claude Levi-Strauss and Paul Ricoeur, who linked metaphor to narrative.
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New Aesthetics – I have coined this term to describe the resurgence of Aesthetic theory
but in a postmodern vein appearing in 21st century culture. With a resurgence of artisanstyle products and an emphasis on innovation and creativity, this is not surprising.
Selected authors suggesting an aesthetic approach to faith and life include Lakoff and
Turner, Virginia Postrel, James Bryan Smith, Sara Ruden, Gregory Wolfe, Stratford
Caldecott and Brian Zahnd.
New Humanism – Not to be confused with the 19th century term coined by Irving
Babbitt, New Humanism as described in this dissertation refers to my description of a 21st
century trend with emphasis on questions of what it means to be human and a new and
growing optimism for humanity as extending “human” intelligence and potential through
innovative technologies. New Humanism in post critical culture includes authors such as
Yuval Noah Harari, John Inazu, Kevin Kelly, Johan Norberg and Christopher Peterson.
Paradigm / Paradigm Shift – A paradigm is a model or pattern of behaviors or a cultural
construct characterized by certain understandings of truth. A paradigm shift occurs when
one established truth is exchanged for another. Paradigm shifts can occur culturally or
personally.
Phenomenology – Founded by Edmund Husserl and carried on by others,
phenomenology as a theory of literature or textuality sees works of art or texts as
mediators between the consciousness and experience of an author and that of a reader. In
phenomenology, both text and reader have interpretive “intent.”
Post Critical – Coined by Michael Polanyi, the term post critical describes a literary,
philosophical and cultural theory that moves beyond traditional close critical intellectual
analysis and expands knowledge and interpretation into the realm of subjective
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experience, including personal participation, empathy, perception, creativity, passion,
emotion, intuition and faith. Though Polanyi wrote his support of this theory in Personal
Knowledge in 1958, this definition of post critical describes the cultural milieu of the
Integration Age, in which not only experience but intuition and faith have become, both
in the sciences and in culture, important muses for innovation, entrepreneurship and
collaboration.
Postcritique (Rita Felski) – Postcritique describes the literary theory of Rita Felski. In
her book The Limits of Critique, Rita Felski re-establishes critique as a “hermeneutics of
suspicion” as Paul Ricoeur called it. But she also notes the emotional subjectivity of the
reader. Her mantra of “dig down and stand back” in the interpretive process combines the
mystery of what is hidden beneath the surface of the text with the subjective reader’s role
in composing and creating it. Felski seems to want to establish a way of syncing
traditional literary analysis with a post critical method.
Postmodern – Coined in 1979 by Francois Lyotard, postmodern describes the late 20th
century move beyond what we understood as “modernism.” Postmodernism is most often
described in terms of what it is not. Deconstructionist in nature, postmodern theory or
critique subverts authority, questions progress and innovation and fuses the modernist
divide between high art and popular culture. Postmodern thought is generally pluralistic,
global and relational and seeks to deconstruct cultural constructs, hierarchies and
institutions. The term is no longer in vogue.
Poststructuralism – Poststructuralism in literary and cultural theory critiques structuralist
understandings of texts and culture. Poststructuralists seek to dismantle the constructs and
structures we assume are stable, pointing out how, where and why they break down.
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Poststructuralists include Roland Barthes, Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, Gilles
Deleuze and others.
Reader Response Theory – Reader response theory is a type of literary theory, in which
the reader’s response and experience of a text is paramount and more important than the
author’s intent or the text’s “hidden secrets.” The reader creates and/or completes the
meaning of the text through the act of interpretation.
Reception Theory – Developed by Stuart Hall but most famously championed by Hans
Robert Jauss as part of a multi-part hermeneutic, reception theory examines readers’
responses to a text over time. Like reader response theory, meaning is created through the
reader’s experience.
Redemptive Metaphors – Coined by psychotherapist and metaphor theorist David Grove,
a redemptive metaphor is a healing metaphor for a patient in the Clean Language process.
Through questions by the initiator, the redemptive ancestral metaphor is discovered
organically by the patient and is elicited to heal the trauma. Redemptive metaphors can
also be used in ways that can reconnect people to God. For example, describing Jesus as a
Peace Maker can be helpful to someone who has experienced dissention. Describing
Jesus as a Fireman/Saver might help someone who feels on the precipice of hopelessness.
The best redemptive metaphors are metaphors that arise from a person’s own story or
memory in response to desire or need.
Seismic Turn – For the purposes of this dissertation, I have coined the term, Seismic
Turn, to indicate an internal shift that has a strong, lifeshaking impact. A Seismic Turn
could be personal or cultural.
Semiotics – Semiotics is the study of signs and their methods of interpretation.
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Structuralism – Structuralism is a movement in literary theory in which a text or culture
is described in terms of underlying and interconnected patterns, metaphors, meanings or
structures.
Symbolic Modeling – This is a psychotherapeutic process developed by psychologists
James Lawley and Penny Tompkins based on the psychoanalytic metaphor theory and
clean language process of David Grove. This theory has been used extensively in
organizational development.
Symbolic modeling involves using metaphor in conjunction with systems theory to
initiate change.
Tipping Point – The “Tipping Point” is a phrase coined by Malcolm Gladwell to describe
the organic way that viral movements occur. The tipping point is the point at which a
phenomenon goes viral.
Transcendental – To be transcendent means something that lies beyond the limits of
ordinary experience or knowledge. In the Medieval philosophical discipline of
metaphysics, transcendentals were ideals of truth, beauty and goodness.
Transdisciplinary – This term arises out of the healthcare industry. A transdisciplinary
team fosters mutual communication and exchange of creative ideas from the outset of a
project or goal. Many hospitals today have transdisciplinary teams, including doctors,
nurses, mental care providers, therapists, chaplains, physical therapists and others, who
all collaborate as a team to create a health care plan for a patient.
Transfigural – Transfigural change, in the words of Len Sweet, is “change from the
inside out” as opposed to transformational change, which is change from the outside in.
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In the scriptures, Jesus’ transfiguration changes his form into a beautiful, radiant and
perfected state.
Transhistorical – Northrop Frey’s formalist structuralism, which asserts that the modes
and myths of literature transcend history or context.
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ABSTRACT
Metaphor studies have become vogue in postcritical culture among the scientific
and socio-scientific communities, in advertising and in the political arena. In fact,
advertisers and marketers for years have known the power of a resonant metaphor to
change minds and hearts. Once relegated to the realms of literature and linguistics,
metaphor studies today represent the cutting edge of research in nearly every discipline.
However, the church and the Biblical Studies academy have essentially ignored this
trend, still engaging predominantly in close critical analyses of texts and refusing for the
most part to engage in popular culture.
This dissertation agrees with theorists Lakoff and Johnson, and others, that
metaphors are the DNA of meaning, identity and therefore the necessary catalysts for
visioning and change. Because metaphors are inherent in every human thought process,
they are also creative, relational, multi-dimensional and interactive. When metaphors are
transported from closed literary systems into cultural systems, they take on roles as
change agents. I call this kind of open system metaphor theory in my dissertation, “field
theory.” Metaphors exist powerfully within fields. They are prismic entities containing
depth and breadth. They relate not linearly but in networks and webs. Field theory in the
sciences and social sciences has educated us in the way fields behave, and I will draw on
scientific and interdisciplinary definitions of “field” in order to explain the way that
metaphor can function and contribute powerfully to both the theory and praxis of
ministry and in contemporary postcritical culture.
Metaphor field theory can help bridge divides inherent between theory and praxis,
between church and culture and within and between individuals and can provide the tools

xxiii

for identity building, visioning and mission within postcritical culture. The artifact for
this dissertation therefore will introduce a new kind of nonprofit cross-cultural society
that transcends boundaries and creates new field space for communication, creativity and
an integrated synergetic vision.
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SECTION 1:
THE PROBLEM
“As the body cannot live without food, so the soul cannot live without meaning.”
Richard Rohr, Falling Upward

“We have found the secret of life!” Francis Crick announced the discovery of the
DNA double helix to the group eating lunch at the Eagle Pub in Cambridge on February
28, 1953. The first to hear about the greatest scientific discovery of the 20th century was
not the scientific community, not the faculty at Cambridge University, where Watson and
Crick were working in Cavendish Lab, but their friends at the Eagle Pub, where they ate
lunch each day with others in the surrounding community.5 But the two had not found
that secret alone. The key to solving and proving their discovery lay in an X-ray
diffraction photograph of a DNA molecule taken by one of their team’s fellow
researchers, Rosalind Franklin, proving that the structure of DNA was a double-helix
polymer, a spiral of two DNA strands wound around each other. “Franklin’s photograph
revealed a fuzzy X in the center, confirming that the molecule had a helical structure,
allowing it to carry genetic code and pass genetic material through generations.”6 DNA
remained only a theory until realized and given meaning by an image –the double helix.

5
6

James D. Watson, The Double Helix (New York: Athenaum, 1968), 197.

Tony Long, “April 25, 1953: Riddle of DNA’s Architecture Finally Solved,” Science (blog),
Wired Magazine, April 25, 2007, https://www.wired.com/2007/04/dayintech-0425. The photo of the double
helix taken by Rosalind Franklin was named “Photograph 51.”
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The double helix thereafter became our primary scientific metaphor for genetics
and for life itself. The image explained the way genetic information is coded and raised
new questions about origin and intelligent design. Research into areas such as diseasecausing genetics, genetically engineered foods and forensics all owe a debt to the
discovery of the double helix. But other disciplines also owe a debt to Franklin’s image,
as the metaphor has been used abundantly and diversely to describe other concepts or
entities with biological characteristics of replication, reproduction, identification,
complexity, divine design, and vitality, such as advertisers, branders of corporate identity
or even the church.7
Metaphors by their nature transverse boundaries. They do not remain easily in one
contained field but roam easily into others due to their multiplicity of meanings and their
relational nature. Metaphors are both meaning and medium.
While the physical double helix contains the biological “codes” for the replication
of life, the image or the metaphor of the double helix contains DNA-like “codes” of
meaning for how we understand that discovery. We communicate as human beings in
language. But brain scientists assure us that we think first and foremost in image and in
metaphor.8 Every metaphor in life is surrounded by a halo or field of semantic meanings

7
Note Leonard Sweet’s use of the double helix metaphor in his book on church and faith identity.
See Leonard Sweet, So Beautiful: Divine Design for Life and the Church (Colorado Springs: David C.
Cook, 2009).
8

Peter Ruell, “The Power of Picturing Thoughts,” Health and Medicine (blog), The Harvard
Gazette, May 11, 2017, https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2017/05/visual-images-often-intrude-onverbal-thinking-study-says/. See also Steven Pinker, How the Mind Works (New York: W.W. Norton &
Co., 1997); Steven Pinker, The Stuff of Thought (New York: Penguin Random House, 2007) and James
Geary, I Is An Other (New York: HarperCollins, 2011). Leonard Sweet has emphasized this as well as
psychologists and metaphor theorists. See Leonard Sweet, “The Metaphor Moment: Why It’s the Season
for Image-Based Preaching,” parts 1 and 2, Preaching Today (blog), Christianity Today International,
accessed November 10, 2019,
https://www.preachingtoday.com/skills/themes/preachingthatinspires/200004.1.html.
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(Saussure).9 Metaphors bond relationally with a multitude of other metaphors. These
create a complex but rich network of meanings. Our ordering, creating and interpreting of
these meanings and metaphors determine how we understand our version of reality. For
us truly to learn, to process and to create meaning, we need to understand our images, or
more specifically, our metaphors. And we need to understand the relationality and
connectiveness of those metaphors. This too requires a relational process.
The discovery of the double helix owes a debt not just to Crick and Watson, but to
the collaboration of scientists who offered up past research and to their contemporary
team who worked on the project, all coming at the question from a different angle with
different expertise. Like prospectors mining for gold or divers seeking pearls, for every
great metaphor, there is a team (whether deliberately constructed or not) who work
together and rely on each other’s wisdom, interpretation and creativity to mine, discover
and apply it.10
There are two important things to remember about metaphor. They are densely
multi-faceted and meaning rich, and they are intrinsically relational. They must be both
mined and connected in order to discover meaning, create meaning or change meaning.
Metaphors therefore never exist outside of a field of meaning.

9

Antoine Corel, “Context for the Barangers’ Work on the Psychoanalytic Field,” in Metaphor and
Fields: Common Ground, Common Language and the Future of Psychoanalysis, ed. S. Montana Katz
(New York: Routledge, 2013), 117.
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This is the idea behind Hans Robert Jauss’ idea of Reception Theory. See Hans Robert, Jauss,
Toward an Aesthetic of Reception, trans. Timothy Bahti (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1982).
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Metaphors must be studied within a field, but they can also transverse fields.
Metaphor studies investigate how metaphors function and behave as meaning makers,
identity builders, relationship builders and connectors.
Metaphor studies use metaphor theories to explain how metaphor can serve as a
tool in various disciplines. For example, pioneering metaphor psychologist David Grove
developed what he called the “clean language” method for his interactions with patients.
Patients were encouraged to use metaphors to describe their thoughts and feelings. The
therapist would then ask “clean” (unimposing) questions about those metaphors, which
would move the patient toward a fuller understanding of his or her inner landscape and
would give him or her increased control to change the metaphors. Healing would emerge
from the patient’s own creativity.11 In the discipline of Biblical studies, researcher Dalit
Rom-Shaloni uses an interdisciplinary historical/cultural approach to examine and
exegete biblical nature images in scripture. Teaming up with ornithologists, botanists and
a host of other scientists, archaeologists and social scientists, she combines contextual
and interdisciplinary studies with metaphor studies to explore how meaning is enriched
through cultural semantics.12
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David J. Grove and B. I. Ponzer, Resolving Traumatic Memories: Metaphors and Symbols in
Psychotherapy (New York: Irvington, 1989). For more on Grove’s method, see James Lawley and Penny
Tompkins, Metaphors in Mind: Transformation Through Symbolic Modeling (Bethel, CT: Crown House
Publishing, 2000) and Wendy Sullivan and Judy Rees, Clean Language: Revealing Metaphors and
Opening Minds (Bethel, CT: Crown House Publishing, 2008). See also Carol Wilson, The Work and Life of
David Grove: Clean Language and Emergent Knowledge (Leicester: Troubador Publishing, Ltd., 2017).
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Dalit Rom-Shaloni, The Dictionary of Nature Imagery of the Bible (DNI), www.dni.tau.ac.il/.
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In a sense, creating a theory of metaphor is like creating a DNA theory of life or
an “M” Theory in physics. Like “M” Theory, Metaphor Theory in essence is a theory of
everything. Metaphor encompasses everything we think and do, express and imagine.
In recent years, due to the groundbreaking work of Lakoff and Johnson, James
Geary and others, who have recognized the pervasiveness of metaphor in everyday life
and culture, the study of metaphor has been growing. In a sense, metaphor studies have
been experiencing a paradigm change, a revolution similar to the one presented by
Thomas Kuhn in his 1970 groundbreaking book, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions.13 Leading the way is Europe, where metaphor practitioners from a multitude
of disciplines have established the organization RaAM (Researching and Applying
Metaphor).14 However, neither religion, ministry, church nor faith has taken any part in
RaAM or its conferences to date.
Metaphor studies have become vogue in postcritical culture among the scientific
and socio-scientific communities, in advertising and in the political arena. In fact,
advertisers and marketers for years have known the power of a resonant metaphor to
change minds and hearts. Once relegated to the realms of literature and linguistics,
metaphor studies today represent the cutting edge of research in nearly every discipline.
However, the church and the Biblical Studies academy have essentially ignored this
trend, still engaging predominantly in close critical analyses of texts and refusing for the
most part to engage in popular culture.
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Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 2nd ed. (Chicago: Chicago University
Press, 1970).
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RaAM was founded and has its headquarters in Leeds in the United Kingdom.
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Why? I see four primary symptoms that support this phenomenon. They all
represent disconnects:
1. In current postcritical culture, quantum sciences and innovative, collaborative
entrepreneurism, faith in the generic sense is becoming more and more
important as a component of knowledge.15 Faith in the religious sense is
growing as well. Studies continue to show that, although denominational and
institutional religion in the west continues to decline, this represents an
anomaly in the world dynamic. In an article in the Guardian, Harriet
Sherwood reports: “If you think religion belongs to the past and we live in a
new age of reason, you need to check out the facts: 84% of the world’s
population identifies with a religious group. Members of this demographic are
generally younger and produce more children than those who have no
religious affiliation, so the world is getting more religious, not less...”16 Yet a
study by Daniel C. Dennett (Tufts) and Linda LaScola (LaScola Qualitative
Research) from five mainline protestant denominations note a class of nonbelieving clergy, “ensnared in their ministries by a web of obligations,
constraints, comforts and community.”17
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Harriet Sherwood, “Why Faith is Becoming More and More Popular,” The Guardian, August
27, 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/aug/27/religion-why-is-faith-growing-and-whathappens-next.
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See Daniel C. Dennett and Linda LaScola, “Preachers Who Are Not Believers,” Evolutionary
Psychology 8, vol. 1 (2010): 122-150.
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We are witnessing a major disconnect between denominational religion and
faith in the West, particularly in USAmerica.
2. The Biblical Studies academy including seminaries and universities no longer
resource the church and its ministries. Once the resourcing centers for
practical ministry, academic studies now face their own institutional issues.
They represent for most part a closed system, perpetuating long-established
methods of close critical exegesis and politicized agendas. Their associations
and conferences are not frequented by pastors, nor do pastors tend to read
their analytical publications. Academics prepare academics, not ministry
practitioners. And yet denominational ministry continues to require closedsource academic education in preparation for ministry that often has no
relationship to coursework. Looking at online listings of Doctor of Ministry
programs across the country, only three list “church and culture” as a course
of study option. Only one lists metaphor studies / semiotics as an option.18
The Society for Biblical Literature/American Academy of Religion
conference in San Diego in 2018 hosted only a small sampling of metaphor
related sessions. 19 Yet, this is a vast improvement and an obvious trend that
gives hope for the Biblical Studies academy. This is also a trend I took to
heart in developing the artifact for this dissertation. The disconnect between
Ministry and Seminary, theory and praxis however remains a problem.

18
Knox Seminary lists “Gospel in Church and Culture” as a DMin program. Anderson
University’s Clamp Divinity School lists “21st Century Ministry” as an option. Only George Fox
University’s Portland Seminary addresses both culture and metaphor in their DMin program titled
“Semiotics, Church, and Culture.”
19

SBL/AAR 2018 Conference in San Diego Program Booklet.
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3. Metathesiophobia means fear of change, fear of moving forward. The term
describes a church that is rooted to the spot, frozen in time, lamenting one’s
plight yet not knowing what to do next. I believe this has kept the
denominational church in the west from embracing its own culture. Yet you
cannot be counter cultural unless you first recognize your place within culture.
As culture becomes more integrated, church becomes more siloed. This is not
the fault of culture. Most churches would like to put the blame firmly on
cultural shifts, but fear of culture and its changes have to do with a lack of
identity on the part of the church. We simply don’t know who we are.
Although metaphor in an integration culture can act as a change agent and
identity builder, neither church nor most of the academy are working in
metaphor studies. Although a study by the Barna Group shows that pastors are
reading as much as ever, they read primarily books on spirituality and
leadership.20 We are not using metaphor (the tools of identity building) as a
resource. We continue to harbor a disconnect between our church
communities and our cultural communities, as though we can belong to both
as disassociated personalities. The body of the church is in a sense mentally
ill. The church’s disconnect with culture signals a disconnect within its own
self-identity.
4. Finally, metaphor studies as a whole, especially in the United States, has not
been integrated into a postcritical theory but has been seen primarily as a

20

Barna Research Group, “Reading Habits of Today’s Pastors,” Research Releases in Leaders and
Pastors (blog), The Barna Group, June 3, 2013, https://www.barna.com/research/reading-habits-of-todayspastors/.
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linguistic/literary theory or a closed source system with the exceptions of
David Grove’s psychoanalytic theory and those in advertising and politics.
The disconnect between traditional literature/linguistics metaphor studies and
today’s interdisciplinary metaphor theories continue to define how we look at
metaphor. In order to embrace an open source system of metaphor however
we need first to understand 1) why metaphor is important to identity and 2)
something about 21st century postcritical, integrative culture. We in the church
if we do embrace metaphor relegate it to a method of literary or narrative
exegetical study instead of recognizing metaphor as the key to identity
building and connection and as a change agent in allowing us to converse with
our current culture. This disconnect between concepts of literary text and
contextual field has kept us from exploring our world and learning through
other disciplines other than our own as people of faith. We need a postcritical
theory of metaphor in which metaphors are studied across disciplines not just
individually but as they appear and function in fields. And then we need to
apply that theory to the church.
We have a need for metaphor and metaphor studies in the church. We have a need
for an open source theory of metaphor that can help the church build a solid faith identity
and begin conversing with culture as an integral part of that culture.
This dissertation agrees with theorists Lakoff and Johnson, and others, that
metaphors are the DNA of meaning and identity and are therefore the necessary catalysts
for visioning and change. Because metaphors are inherent in every human thought
process, they are also creative, relational, multi-dimensional and interactive. When
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metaphors are transported from closed literary systems into cultural systems, they take on
roles as change agents. I call this kind of open system metaphor theory in my dissertation,
“field theory.”
Metaphors exist powerfully within fields. They are prismic entities containing
depth and breadth. They relate not linearly but in networks and webs. Field theory in the
sciences and social sciences has educated us in the way fields behave, and in this
dissertation, I will draw on scientific and interdisciplinary definitions of “field” in order
to explain the way that metaphor can function and contribute powerfully to both the
theory and praxis of ministry and in contemporary postcritical culture.
Using the church as ground zero, Section II of this dissertation will look at the
kinds of solutions to disconnects and identity problems those in ministry have been using
that have actually undermined efforts to build identity and have contributed to the
church’s fear of venturing out of their own “field space.”
Section III of the dissertation will walk through 1) how metaphors build identity,
2) how metaphors function in fields, 3) the meaning and interdisciplinary definitions and
understandings of fields as both metaphor and medium, 4) how metaphors function
differently in an open system I call field theory 5) why a postcritical field theory of
metaphor within today’s integrative culture is important for the theory and practice of
ministry, 6) how metaphor field theory can be applied to the practice of ministry and 7)
why postcritical understandings of metaphor become integral for conversations about
faith.
Metaphors are the connective building blocks, the DNA, of identity, the
replicators of the body and our relational links to each other, ourselves and the world.
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Metaphor study trains our minds to make connections. Metaphor field theory as a tool for
the church can help bridge divides inherent between theory and praxis, between church
and culture and within and between individuals and can provide the tools for identity
building, visioning and mission within postcritical culture. The artifact for this
dissertation therefore will introduce a new kind of nonprofit cross-cultural Society that
transcends boundaries and creates new field space for communication, creativity and an
integrated synergetic vision.
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SECTION 2:
OTHER SOLUTIONS
“The greatest dis-ease facing humanity right now is our profound and painful sense of
disconnection from the divine, from ourselves, and from the world we live in.”
Richard Rohr, The Divine Dance

In 1987, California psychologist and researcher Dr. Paul Watzlawick gave a
recorded talk at the Evangelical Mission of Stuttgart Hospital in Germany. The title of his
speech was “Wenn die Lösung das Problem ist” (When the Solution is the Problem).
Watzlawick started his speech with this assertion:
“The youth of today are spoiled to the root. They are mean, ungodly and lazy.
They will never be like the youth of the past, and they will never be able to hold onto our
values.” The statement reads as though it came from the mouth of one of our current
church members or an article from a Christian publication. Watzlawick however then
reveals that “this sentence rather is displayed on a Babylonian stone written more than
3,000 years ago.”21 Dr. Watzlawick explains that the concept that we call the “generation
gap” has been haunting us as a problem for over 3,000 years, and yet to date no one has
been able to solve it. Dr. Watzlawick maintains therefore that the problem is not the
generation gap, but the problem is that we believe that “the generation gap” is a problem,
that it must be solved with some kind of practical solution to close the gap and that we
21
Paul Watzlawick, “When the Solution is the Problem” (paper presented at the Evangelical
Mission of Stuttgart Hospital, Stuttgart, Germany, 1987),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=yetsh4HwG78.
Dr. Watzlawick serves as psychologist and researcher at the Mental Research Institute in Palo Alto,
California and as a professor at Stanford University in Stanford, CA, USA.
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must continue to seek solutions for it. The endless “solutions” we concoct to try to close
the gap between generations have become the problem.
Today in the church we perceive similar gaps between church and culture,
between theory and praxis, between academy and church and between technology and
traditional values, among others. Similar to Dr. Watzlawick’s explanation of our
approach to the generation gap, many in the church firmly believe 1) that our “church and
culture gap” is “the” primary problem with our declining church numbers, 2) that our
“problem” culture needs to change in order to conform to the church, 3) that the
“problem” must be solved through strategic solutions we come up with to “close the gap”
and 4) that it’s ultimately an impossible, disillusioning task.
It’s an impossible, disillusioning task not because the problem is hard, but
because the problem is not the problem. That said, the “solutions” we spend our time
undertaking within the church in order to “solve” these problems have not only not
worked, but instead have exacerbated and further defined the divides. To be clear, the
solutions do not work, because they are built upon fallacious assumptions. We have been
living under “false metaphors.” False metaphors are so powerful in our lives that they
can literally delude us into a false sense of logic for thousands of years. To solve our
“problem" we must therefore first alter our metaphor for the problem. False metaphors
can only be addressed by changing our metaphors. This is the task of metaphor theory.
The church functions a lot like a human body. In this, Paul’s example to the
church in Corinth (1 Corinthians 12) still stands as one of the best metaphors for the
church of all time. Churches need a healthy and stable sense of identity. A church’s
people need to know who and whose they are in order to function in ministry. A
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breakdown in identity or a loss of ability to connect for the church based on a false
metaphor is like a stroke to the body or a personality schism. When a church’s identity
undergoes a schism or blockage, that church will become hobbled in its ability to
flourish, grow or do mission. What happens to a church that has lost its identity? It has
also lost its faith, its nerve, its ability to build healthy relationships and its ability to
perceive problems realistically. Although churches may not be aware of the power of
metaphors, that does not mean that metaphors have no power over the church. Bad or
fallacious metaphors can become cemented in our minds so firmly that they are nearly
impossible to budge. Metaphors create our reality. When we begin to live according to
metaphors that don’t work for us, these metaphors can actually undermine our sense of
identity and erode our sense of confidence until we become identity-deficient and what I
will call either a “cultural co-dependent” or a “dissociative hermit.” Either extreme will
result in the kinds of “disconnects” between church and culture that we perceive but do
not know how to address. The answer does not lie in closing the chasms but in building a
healthy identity strong enough to listen and converse without either becoming syncretized
or detached. The church has unfortunately done both.
We avoid immersing in our culture, because we do not trust our own identity
enough to allow ourselves the freedom to engage, learn and listen. The Church asks again
and again, “Why doesn’t the world trust the Church?” But perhaps that is the wrong
question. Perhaps the right question is, “Why doesn’t the Church trust God, itself and the
world?” That said, let’s look at seven of the church’s most prevalent “solutions” based on
false truths that derive from erroneous metaphors.
1. False Metaphor Number One: The Intimacy Fallacy
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Church Solution: Insular and Exclusive Small Groups
John Wesley began ministries of small groups in England to address personal and
social identity and faith problems resulting from a changing, industrialized society. The
groups were held “in the field,” that is, not in the confines of the institutional church but
in various open source locations where people felt comfortable to gather. In dissolving
the boundaries between “sacred” and “secular” space, Wesley created forums in which
questions could be asked of faith, doubt was allowed and the scriptures could be explored
along with questions about God and identity. John Wesley understood how to build
identity and connection using the metaphors of scripture.22 The groups had four primary,
notable characteristics: 1) they were confidential 2) they were supportive and nonjudgmental, 3) they evoked deep and lasting physical, emotional and spiritual change in
the lives of people who attended them and 4) anyone, anywhere could and did attend. In a
sense, they were the first “addictions groups” to treat people holistically and to treat
personal and social problems as illnesses of disconnection through relationship and
identity making.23
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John Wesley wrote sermon titles, such as “Human Life as a Dream,” “Heavenly Treasure in
Earthen Vessels,” “Awake, Thou That Sleepeth,” “The Circumcision of the Heart,” “Satan’s Devices” and
“Walking by Sight,” among others. Although we know that Wesley preached differently in the field than he
did in his written sermons, which were intended to serve as teaching documents for his pastor apprentices,
we can imagine that he employed other such metaphors that resonated with people in the fields and in the
industries of his day. Although we know that early class meetings were confidential and therefore not
recorded, we have one or two that were described posthumously, after the members had died, which reveal
the highly emotional, experiential and provocative nature of the meetings, which is a very different from
the usual descriptions assumed from “Wesley’s Rules.” We additionally have numerous early conversion
stories and pamphlets, attesting to life-changing, emotional responses coming out of Wesley’s small group
environments. Some stories, from lawyers and others, resulted not from experiences of “intimacy” but from
experiences of deep personal identity change. Note for example, M.P. Gaddis, Conversion of a Skeptic: A
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Nights: McKendree Class-Meeting Talks (Nashville: Southern Methodist Publishing House, 1887).
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Most small groups in churches today are based on a false metaphor of intimacy,
believing that problems with identity and relational disconnection can be solved by 1)
inviting people into immediate “intimate space” and 2) replacing group dynamics,
identity building and serious questioning about faith with insider friendships and canned
bible studies.
The typical small group model urges people to engage in levels of closeness and
sharing but without first establishing purpose, trust and community. Most groups never
delve into issues of failure, identity, relationship and deep change. The groups tend to
form among friends, so that the “intimacy” established is “friendship” and not “change
agency.” This is a false and more superficial conception of “intimacy.” True intimacy is
relational “knowing” based in shared identity. With the exception of groups such as
“AA” and “Celebrate Recovery,” most small groups are traditionally held within
institutional churches, not within open communities.24 If church groups do try to establish
a confessional atmosphere, they typically attempt to evoke “intimacy” without first
establishing a pact of non-judgementalism and confidentiality. Most church small groups
have become quasi-close weekly coffee meetings among like-minded church friends, not
deep-delving, change-making boiling pots of questioning, push-back and failure. The
church above all fears “failures.”
Curriculums are typically Bible Studies that ask questions about relating to
biblical texts but that don’t invite serious personal confession or discussion about real-life

(Chicago: W.B. Rose, 1916) and Misty G. Anderson, Imagining Methodism in Eighteenth-Century Britain:
Enthusiasm, Belief and the Borders of the Self (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2012).
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issues, relationships, events and traumas. Change is avoided. In order to evoke true
change, people must be allowed to enter into field groups at their own comfort level in a
setting in which deep trust happens emergently through common bonds of acceptance and
freedom. Group members must have the ability to ask probing and difficult questions
without repercussion and to explore issues of faith that may differ from established
norms. They must be accepted as they are, must be allowed to fail and must be allowed to
start to build identity from “ground zero.”
Joseph Myers in his study on small groups notes also that people behave
differently within different types of spaces, and not all of them need to be “intimate” in
order to be communal or relational.25 The bottom line: Relational and communal change
need not be intimate. But it must be provocative and revolve around issues of identity.
Provocative change happens by exposing hidden metaphors and exploring new ones. By
perpetuating a false metaphor of intimacy, insular small groups do not build identity,
accomplish significant change nor help the church connect with the problems and people
of its communities.
2. False Metaphor Number Two: The Spiritual Fallacy
Church Solution: Spiritual Formation
Some churches have bought into a false metaphor of “spirituality” in the sense
that being “spiritual” is valued over being physical or emotional, meaning we are as
people divided. The very idea that we have a “spiritual” part of us already assumes that
we exist in “parts.” To view human beings as whole individuals, and as integrated
communities of human beings, we need to acknowledge ourselves as holistic people. To
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Joseph Myers, The Search to Belong: Rethinking Intimacy, Community and Small Groups
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2003).
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be “spiritual” does not make this acknowledgement. It’s not surprising then to find that a
“solution” for spiritual formation does not hold much hope in connecting people
relationally or in building an integrated identity.
The spiritual formation movement, coming out of the Catholic monastic tradition,
has its values, but as a “solution” to healing divides between church and world, it
immediately falls short. The word “spiritual” today can have so many meanings
culturally that it is impossible to define. To be “spiritual” among many in fact is usually a
cop out for saying, I am curious about faith, I want to believe in something, but I don’t
know what. I don’t have a connection to a faith that resonates for me. To be spiritual in
today’s world is an individualist statement that most likely describes a personality trait or
an acknowledgement of an interest in intuitive knowledge or knowledge beyond criticalscientific knowledge.
To engage in “spiritual formation” within the church however is an entirely
different definition. It usually means engaging in various disciplines designed to increase
awareness of God’s presence in an individual’s life. This too can lead to an overemphasis on ritual and the mind and an under-emphasis on our physical and sensory
body. Without sensory and physical experience however, we seldom “embody” the kind
of knowing that leads to resonance and we can veer very closely to a gnostic kind of
denial of physicality, sexuality and embodied identity.
Talbot School of Theology Professor Rick Langer additionally warns against
devotional practices that fail what he calls the “soccer mom” test.26 Spiritual formation
rituals do not lend themselves to the lives of busy people. By developing an emphasis on
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traditional spiritual formation practices as a discipleship norm for the church and/or
suggesting spiritual formation as a solution for people living in an “ungodly” culture,
churches can not only separate church people from culture but can alienate those
identifying as “spiritual” within culture who see such imposed practices as unrealistic and
impractical to contemporary cultural life. On the other hand, many of culture’s “spiritual”
practices, such as yoga, have been banned by some churches as a “bad” practice. This
“us” vs “them” false divide between “the upright spiritually-rich” church and “the
spiritually-misguided heathen” culture is about as unhealthy as Gnosticism itself.
3. False Metaphor Number Three: The Contemporary and Cool Fallacy
Church Solution: Trendy Church –Trends Instead of Meaning and Depth
The trendy church believes that anything “trendy” must be what people,
especially young people, in our current culture most desire. Because the church sees
young people engaging in secular social activities, such as concerts, coffee shops, light
shows and three-ring Cirque de Soleil shows, some churches believe that they can solve
cultural “divides” and create a “cool” identity by mimicking or imitating this kind of
culture. They develop theatres, show movies, host dinners and give puppet shows, but
although some people may engage in those activities, they do not connect with faith or
worship. Why would they? That’s not what the church is offering. The church has
substituted a metaphor of “trendiness” for a metaphor of deep meaning and identity. They
have resorted to casting out a “lure” instead of offering the bread and body of Christ.
Rachel Held Evans, writer and millennial spokesperson, wrote in the Washington
Post in 2015: These gimmicks “are not the key to drawing millennials back to God in a
lasting and meaningful way. Young people don’t simply want a better show. And trying
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to be cool might be making things worse.”27 Evans notes that young people are frustrated
with shallow and inauthentic expressions of religion. Instead of offering up attractions
and flashy auditoriums, Evans advises, rethink faith.28
4. False Metaphor Number Four: The Justice Fallacy
Church Solution: Politicize and Objectify
One of the most insulting words in our culture today has been used by those
advocating for social justice. We are called to love and serve the “other.” I don’t know
about you, but I wouldn’t want to be considered an “other.” The very word “other”
suggests a divide, not just between church and culture but between humans –some who
are considered insider valid humans, and some which are simply outsider “others.” To be
named an “other” is to be objectified in a way that creates distance between people with
no hope for a close relationship. People don’t have relationships with those objectified.
We have power dynamics over people who are objectified. We have relationships with
people with names, with unique and diverse identities, whom we get to know personally
as people just like we are. As long as we in the church separate people into categories
such as “the marginalized,” the “poor,” the “wealthy,” the “foreigners,” the “others,” we
will continue to create long-distance relationships instead of personal, identity-rich
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relationships with those in our world. People can be found in all manners of
circumstance. But they all deserve human to human status and human to human contact.29
There is a wide difference between saying: “A group of single moms in our
community have fallen into a place where they have little money to live on right now.
Can we help them?” as opposed to saying: “We must help the “poor” and the “other.”
The former shows respect. The latter creates distance and furthers our divides.
Additionally, our attempts in the church to employ justice have backfired on us as
well. The more we assume a cultural position of “justice” and “judge” rather than one of
mercy and personal, sacrificial love-giving within the church, the more we move away
from a countercultural model of a faith-based, loving community and into a model that
will appear institutional, politicized and secularized. Our culture today doesn’t need more
politics. The church has substituted a metaphor of “justice” for faith. It has taken as its
mission political advocacy instead of providing personal love and comfort to those in
need. In this, the church has become less relational, less personal and less trustworthy.
Because the church tends to be divided on many issues, if identity is placed in politics,
that identity will always be schismatic. Because culture is divided on a multitude of
issues, whenever the church takes up issues, agendas and platforms instead of the cross of
Jesus, love and service, that church no longer becomes a place of acceptance, comfort,
conversation and solace but becomes just another cultural voice in the growing din of the
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divided marketplace.30 Meanwhile, culture’s questions about faith go unanswered. The
church has traded away faith for crusading. The church with its growing political voice
allows for a false metaphor of justice that is unstable and volatile and tends to change
according to the loudest voices in the congregation or pulpit at a given time.31 This power
dynamic will ensure a church’s identity as anything but a place where a sense of stability
is found, faith is important and diverse conversation is welcomed. The result may be not
only further disconnection between church and culture, but a divided church.
5. False Metaphor Number Six: The Growth Fallacy
Church Solution: Create a Strategic Plan
The denominational church in the west is obsessed with growth, mostly because it
is incrementally dying. The more the church obsesses with growth, the more it obsesses
with numbers, data, statistics and money. The more it obsesses with numbers and money,
the more it continues to decline. Yet, the church continues to beat that dead metaphor,
hoping they will soon come upon the “magic square” that will reveal the secret of growth.
This fallacy is like the Medieval search for an alchemical formula to turn lead into gold.
It’s based on an assumption that the right “strategy” will solve a problem that can only be
solved by building identity, relationships, communication and deep faith in ways that
resonate with culture. Why do we do this?
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Church communications innovator, Len Wilson, notes that the church has been
nourishing itself not only with a false metaphor of growth, but undergirding it with a false
ideology of “progress.”32 Progress unfortunately becomes a goal and a game for us based
on achievement, usually with the help of denominational leadership, corporate
institutional leadership trends or leadership celebrities.33 It’s a works-based not faithbased paradigm, in which we, without the help of God, must come up with the secret
magical formula that will cause our churches to grow. This is magical thinking. It’s
unrealistic and as alien to Christian faith as one can get.
This kind of thinking is also extremely self-absorbed. If we ascribe to an identity
built on strategies for getting people to come into our space to do what we like and
become like us, we are barking up a dead tree. This may be a strong identity, but it’s a
narcissistic identity, a relationally dysfunctional one and one that will guarantee
separation of church and culture. It’s not culture who is self-centered, we are.
6. False Metaphor Number Seven: The Mission Fallacy
Church Solution: Mission Trips and Money = Long-Distance Relationships
Although being “missional” is an important part of being the church, and while
mission trips and local missions have value, the church often engages in a false metaphor
for mission, in which mission is defined solely as mission trips, money given to missions
or missions activities involving no human to human contact. While the assumption is that
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missions create ties with the community, most of the time, those ties are simply
transactional, in which no personal contact between human beings is actually occurring,
no long-term relationships are being built. Money given to local and foreign missions is
often viewed as a sign of an “engaged” church. These donations signal responsible,
disciplined fiscal leadership. They make church members feel good about themselves,
while not requiring any real personal or relational investment. Meanwhile mission trips,
although they can be helpful to foreign communities and relational in ways that local
missions are not, represent temporary bonds that often end when the mission trip is over.
A false metaphor of missions allows us to feel good about ourselves while still pampering
our fear of relationships, connection, personal engagement and long-term commitment.
Most missional activities involve enough distance, so as not to get to know people
as congregants or friends, and most activities fall under the rubric of “social justice,” a
hierarchical term that implies that the church is assisting others, not building relationships
with others. This is connection without depth, the very thing we have critiqued in culture.
While the church engages in offering money and food, all good things to do, they usually
decline to offer faith.34 As long as we maintain a significant distance quotient in our
metaphor of missions, we will continue to foster the divide between church and culture.
7. False Metaphor Number Nine: The Church vs Culture Fallacy
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Church Solution: Become Culture, Avoid Culture or Throw Hands Up in
Despair
The church has spent no doubt thousands of years lamenting what it sees as a
changing culture’s departure from the church. But this lamentation becomes more
exaggerated in and immediately after times of cultural paradigm shift. Whereas a church
with a strong identity will jump into the forefront of change, most churches will become
confused and disillusioned by change and begin to mourn for times lost. Solutions will
gear toward bringing people “back” to a former paradigm or attempts will be made to
relate to a new paradigm using the tools and strategies of the old. As solutions fail,
disconnects increase. Churches begin more and more to focus on ways to refrain from
engaging in culture rather than ways to reframe the church’s identity. Some churches
begin to imitate culture in hope that they will fool people into thinking, they are part of
culture. The reality is, they are not. And the inauthenticity of this approach increases the
disconnects. As time goes on, the church becomes either avoidant or syncretistic.
Churches whose primary false metaphor is “Contemporary and Cool” or
“Growth” will imitate culture. Churches whose primary false metaphor for example is
“Intimacy” or “Spiritual Formation” will retreat. Neither conforming or avoiding will
solve the growing disconnect between church and culture, but will add to it, because
churches in both respects still see the problem as culture and the dynamic as a “church vs
culture” relationship.
Len Sweet often tells the story of Heraclitis, who teaches his students how to be in
relationship and conversation with diverse people and views through a two-way
metaphor. As Dr. Sweet tells it, Heraclitis invites his students to bring him a stick and
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some catgut. Heraclitis fastens the catgut to each opposite end of the stick and asks his
students what they see. With these tools, Heraclitis explains that he can create either a
bow that can injure or a harp that can heal.
Metaphors, like Heraclitis’ bow, are connectors. They can bring diverse “fields”
into relationship. The church can continue to support an identity based on fallacious
metaphors that will further the disconnects between church and culture. Or it can forge a
renewed identity, connecting the orthodoxy of their past with the faith of their current
culture in ways that will resonate and create the kind of music that will be irresistible to
the ear of people both inside and outside of the church.
Musicians often say that music dissolves all boundaries and resolves all
dissonance. So can metaphor. Metaphors connect us relationally in ways we can only
begin to fathom. We are all unique. And yet, we are not so different as we think.
Those with a healthy sense of identity are those with an identifying metaphor that
allows them to function within society and culture both as an individual and as a member
of that community. When a church withdraws from culture, that’s a symptom of a bad
metaphor. When a church becomes syncretized with culture, that’s a symptom of a bad
metaphor. The church must build an identity that allows them to live within culture and in
healthy interaction with culture, even while exhibiting countercultural behavior.35
Culture can be friend rather than foe. The church’s new questions must be not
“How can we change culture?” or “How can we fix the problems in culture?” or even
“How can we close the divide between church and culture?” but “How can we celebrate
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our differences and learn from each other as people of one united, human community?”
“How can people of faith live as part of culture within culture, embracing culture,
engaging in culture and living in relationship with those in our culture and yet living
counter culturally? How can the church offer a counter cultural alternative of faith, love,
connection, innovation, collaboration, open communication, healthy relationships and
authentic humanness to a connected yet disconnected world?” Instead of seeking to “fix”
divides, we in the church must learn to celebrate them. To do this, we must simply
change our metaphors.
Metaphors are like bones for the body of Christ. Healthy bones are literally “full
of life.” They may appear dead and non-living, but they are in fact teeming with life and
restoration potential. Not only do bones contain the DNA center of our bodies, they are
the construct of our body. Our identity as a human being is housed in our bones. The
church must gird its body with metaphors that matter, metaphors that are strong and
resilient and that replicate.
We in the church have osteoporosis of the spine. We live in a visual, imagedriven, iconic and relational culture and yet are metaphor deprived and fear our own
neighbors. We as human beings think first and foremost in metaphors and images, and
yet we ignore metaphor as a tool for building identity and fostering connections. Without
identity the church has no voice in the Integration Age. Without faith, the church has no
hope for connection with 21st century postcritical culture.
Metaphor field theory studies the metaphors that create meaning within fields.
Metaphor field theory proposes ways that metaphors can serve as powerful identity
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statements and change agents for the church as it engages in an integrated, postcritical,
faith-ready world.
The two primary questions therefore that this dissertation will address are, “How
can metaphor build identity?” and “How can we use metaphor and metaphor theory to
transverse and communicate with our current culture and our world?” “How can we
learn to converse across divides?”
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SECTION 3:
THE THESIS
Metaphor, Field and Identity
“Metaphor lives a secret life all around us.”
James Geary
Question 1 (Helix): How Can Metaphor Build Identity?
The movie “You’ve Got Mail” aired in 1998 on the cusp of the information age
and stunned people with its depiction and insights of a new online social media culture.
The movie hits upon questions about what constitutes identity, as a small shop owner’s
store becomes insignificant in the wake of a new multiplex superstore Fox Books (a play
on the former Borders and today’s Barnes and Noble). In the 90s, the superstore,
complete with artisan coffee shop, was the “next big thing.” Little could writer Nora
Ephron imagine that only 20 years later, many of those superstores would be obsolete,
made nearly as insignificant by online shopping. But the movie was insightful about
identity and culture in a number of ways. In one scene for example, Tom Hanks narrates
about the Starbucks phenomenon, saying that now with the advent of Starbucks, people
who normally have difficulty making any decisions must make 3-7 decisions all in one
swoop just to get a cup of coffee: “tall, decaf, cappuccino,” for example. Hanks notes that
now, you don’t just get a cup of coffee but “a complete and defining sense of self.”
Starbucks caught on early that metaphor creates identity and led at the forefront
with the idea of identity building through artisan and boutique products that invite
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decisions and input about personal preference. In the new world coming of age, the
customer would create and define the product. The customer would not just buy a product
but be in relationship with it. The product and its creator would invite you to customize
and metaphorize your identity through their identity matrix. You don’t just experience
coffee. You craft your own personal version of it. You make it yours. You are now a
confident and collaborative creator.
Today, Starbucks tailors not only its coffee but its stores to every locale, fostering
a personal relationship with locality and people, reflecting their collective preferences
and community identity. Now, you don’t just have an artisan coffee but an artisan locale.
Starbucks has crafted each store to “belong” to that community. They’ve invited each
community to “claim” their local Starbucks meeting place (or watering hole) as their
own. Baristas are trained to be servants to the “owners” in that locale, who determine
their décor, coffee and even conversation by their own preferences.
How well do you know your partner or spouse? Well enough to choose his or her
favorite styles and colors? Starbucks knows yours! Today, getting to know your culture is
not a recommendation. It’s a requirement.
Today’s kind of “collaborative” identity building introduces coffee not as a
product but as a metaphor capable of creating an entire community empowered through a
common connection. Coffee is a metaphor that resonates, but only because it was pitched
into a field, into a matrix in which the lines between creator and buyer were blurred, and
both seller and buyer have become equal partners in the creation of the product and its
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community. Want to know the “flavor” of an area, it’s cultural milieu? Go visit its local
Starbucks.36
Metaphor has become the most important currency in our world today. We live in
a visual, image-driven culture, in which metaphors influence every decision we make
(James Geary).37 They are the identity chips of our world. Identity is formed primarily by
our decision-making. This kind of engagement in forming one’s identity by one’s own
decision-making is called an “emergent process.” In an emergent process, we create our
own reality by changing and altering our metaphors. Our metaphors can be altered
through encounters that trigger unexpected responses or that disrupt our usual patterns of
thinking. This occurs through relationship. The spaces in which these relationship
dynamics occur are called fields.
We form metaphors, and we are formed by metaphor. This happens not only
semantically, but emotionally. Identity is formed when an external image or metaphor
resonates with someone’s deep needs or desires as manifested by their internal
metaphors. This is a largely unconscious phenomenon that Gerald and Lindsay Zaltman
call “deep metaphors.” Deep metaphors are our unconscious way of relating to the world
(Zaltman and Zaltman).38
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“Deep metaphors and emotions work hand in hand.”39 While images are our
primary mode of connection, emotions are our primary vehicle for creating and
responding to images and metaphors. We respond to images powerfully. Our mind
responds to words more strongly when paired with visual images. Visual images allow us
to resonate with a message, based on emotional responses triggered by our own inner
metaphorical landscape. You can think of it this way: DM + ER = I. Deep metaphor
(density) and emotional response (resonance) build identity. How does this happen? We
can learn a lot about metaphor and identity from advertising.
Walter Lim, in his review of Gerald and Lindsay Zaltmans’ book Marketing
Metaphoria, describes an example of Premier Healthcare Solution’s ad focusing on
transformation. The ad shows a computer screen with numbers emerging to form an arm
with fist raised. The byline reads: “With so much ahead of you, you need strong numbers
behind you.” The metaphor for strong numbers is depicted by numbers in the shape of a
strong arm and fist.40 Premiere is a data solutions company that provides networking and
data software for large and growing hospitals and healthcare networks. They know that
“strong numbers” represent for the hospitals a reliable, stable, data-frame system that can
handle all of their healthcare data, patient data and growing network needs. The ad is
appealing to the desire for a strong bottom line and a foundation that will serve to instill
trust in their patients. The desire to be a “strong” presence for healing resonates with the
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need for a “strong” foundation that can support their dreams, vision and implementation
of their identity as a “shoulder to lean on.”
Without the image, the byline would not resonate the way it does for hospitals and
care givers. The metaphor triggers an appealing emotional response based in the need or
desire for stability to support their vision. That foundational stability will allow the
healthcare network to focus on what they truly are passionate about –healthcare.
Think of other ads that have pulled at your heartstrings. What feelings do they
evoke in you? We respond most to those metaphors that provoke our hopes and dreams.
If you are looking for stability, you will respond emotionally to an anchor, or a rock in
the midst of a turbulent sea. If you are innovative and want to stand out, you might
respond to a turtle swimming upstream amidst others going the other way. If you are
looking for a church invested in change, perhaps you will respond to wind blowing a
sailboat across the seas with a cross on the hull. Metaphors of collaboration and faith
might be represented by hands drawing a bridge with colored pencils between two ledges
while people simultaneously walk across it. We can even create metaphors that resonate
about metaphor. The byline “Metaphors Innovate!” might inspire an image, such as a
shining lightbulb filled with colorful shapes. The defining metaphor chosen for The
Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies is an image of “overlapping colored waves.” The
byline reads: “Where Images and Words Make Waves That Matter.” The world of
advertising can help us to understand how metaphors build identity and how they help us
connect to those around us. Advertisers do not sell products. They sell metaphors that
matter.
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Metaphors and Fields
Metaphor, Field and Identity are inexplicably woven. They contain an
unbreakable bond. Think of the field as a quilt. Your field is your “text.” The whole warp
and woof of the fabric is the quilt, and the entire quilt, filled with individual pictures,
symbols and images tells a story about who you are and your place within your family or
community, what meanings are associated with your field of meaning. Each image has its
own semantic message. But the quilt as a whole reveals a bigger picture. It tells a story.
The whole is an ordered “story” of the meaning of the icons that define you. Our fields of
meaning whether in our texts or contexts work the same way. Some of our metaphors are
uniquely ours, some are shared by our community and some can resonate with others.
Identity is found in metaphor and story.41 Our “field” tells a story about who we are,
based on the metaphors that define us. But in “field theory,” our field can merge,
communicate and come into contact with other fields, and they can develop new fields.
Metaphors, especially resonant or disruptive metaphors, can be conduits for change in
those places where fields merge.
The concept of “field” came first from quantum physics. It accounts for
phenomena in which one object can influence “a distant other without any visible
intermediation between them.”42 The field then took on the definition of the space in
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which these dynamics occur. All field theories are based on an idea of non-linear,
complex interdependent interactions.
The field was imported as a concept into both semantic theory and psychological
Gestalt theory by theorists such as Ferdinand Saussure and Eva Kittay (semantics) and S.
Montana Katz and Merleau-Ponty (Gestalt theory).43
In semantic theory, all metaphors and words are surrounded by networks or halos
of meanings and analogies called fields (Saussure, Tubert-Oklander).44 These can
intersect and merge with other meanings, metaphors and analogies creating a kind of
mandorla effect. Each intersection of meaning creates a new field. Semantic theory
(Saussure, Kittay) has used metaphor to look at how meaning is created within fields.
Social psychologist Kurt Lewin used the concept of the field to talk about human
interactions within various field spaces, in which behavior and experiences are changed
when forces interact within fields.45 For Lewin, human beings can only be understood
within the organization and dynamics of social interactions. The relational nature of the
field becomes a dynamic place of interaction and change agency for psycho-social
behavior.46
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The field concept also attracted the attention of psychoanalysts. Madeleine and
Willy Baranger views the analytic situation itself as a dynamic field and began to develop
a methodological approach for field analysis.47 The ideas formulated through studies in
semantic field theory and psychoanalytic field theory lead to a merging of minds in the
work of S. Montana Katz, who introduced “metaphor field theory” to the psychoanalytic
community.48
Metaphor Field Theory
The concepts of field and metaphor are intrinsically interrelated (S. Montana
Katz). A field is a metaphor, and metaphors exist as inter-relational fields. Because
metaphors come from the part of the mind where creativity, dreams, images and identity
are formed, they lend themselves to psychoanalysis. One of the most fruitful uses of
metaphor field theory has been in psychoanalysis. Psychoanalytic metaphor field theory
helped to transport the field of metaphor studies out of a closed literary system (Formalist
Theory) and into the realm of poststructuralist and postmodern thought (Phenomenology,
Reader Response Theory and Reception Theory). In psychoanalytic metaphor field
theory, the field is both metaphor and medium. S. Montana Katz in particular brings the
concepts of metaphor and field into a poststructuralist mentality and establishes a
common ground in field theory for psychoanalysis. But it is New Zealander, David
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Grove, who revolutionizes metaphor field theory and transports it into a postcritical and
integrative culture with his concepts of clean language, clean space and emergence.49
Through an interdisciplinary study of physics and metaphor field theory, paying
special attention to how metaphor can function as “field” within fields, I have begun to
develop a field theory that can help to address identity formation and false metaphors as
applied to the church. How can the church build and change identity with metaphor? I
have developed five modal ways to do this by using ideas from interdisciplinary field
theory.
1. Metaphor for scriptural exegesis / interpretation / hermeneutics (metaphor
mining)
2. Metaphor in discipleship and healing ministries (metaphor morphing)
3. Metaphor in cultural immersion and understanding (metaphor entanglement)
4. Metaphor in visioning and identity (metaphor landscaping)
5. Metaphor for mission in the field (metaphor field dynamics)
While all five metaphor-based, identity making areas should potentially be engaged in
order fully to develop and change identity and alter false metaphors within the church, to
elucidate all of these would require a much larger conversation. For the purposes of this
dissertation, I will focus on number three, metaphor entanglement. Metaphor
entanglement addresses our false metaphor of church vs culture.
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Metaphor Entanglement: Identity Building in and Through the Field
Nassim Nicholas Taleb made a fortune in the stock market betting on unlikely,
high-risk “black swans”. Taleb in his book, “Black Swan” explains that humans are
consistently overconfident about our systems, our constructs, our narratives (the way we
see reality) and our knowledge yet highly fearful about small failures, delayed
gratification and risk taking. We typically embrace false metaphors with herd-like
passion and take comfort in what appears to be our ability to maintain consistent,
moderate, status-quo-like order. We are uncomfortable with change but more
uncomfortable with the idea of embracing risk and failures in order to avoid massive and
devastating collapse.
This could be the story of the denominational, western church. While low-risk,
status-quo keeping, consistent, moderately changing, past-based investment into church
and its relationship with culture may appear to be the predictable and safe route, this
actually raises the risk of incredible and terminal disaster, a disaster capable of collapsing
the entire system.
In quantum physics, entangled particles only remain entangled until you try to
measure them. The moment, you measure them, one collapses.
Entanglement is the result of a particle split, in which one behaves in the opposite
way of the other. When one reacts, the other reacts as though a mirror image, even over
great distance.
We could say that church and culture have become entangled in a kind of
predictable dance, in which neither one engages with the other, but the status-quo of its
relational state remains in tandem, and the “false narrative” or “false metaphor” we in the
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church embrace is that church and culture are at “odds.” However, the reality is that they
are one particle (mirror images in a sense). The false metaphor of church vs culture as
well as other fallacious metaphors become patterned in our brains to the extent that we no
longer see any other reality except the one patterned by that false metaphor.
A positive entanglement happens when metaphors cause emotional resonance, as
in the example of the ad based on Gerald Zaltman’s deep metaphor of transformation
posted by Walter Lim. Resonance leads to emotional connection, empathy, bonding and
identity sharing. We become emotionally entangled through ads we watch. We are
entangled by waves that serve as resonators with our emotions, intuition –knowledge
based in right-brain creativity, visionary thinking, imagination and faith.50
The same phenomenon that describes both quantum entanglement (Einstein and
Bohr) and black swan thinking (Taleb) describes the way our minds create our version of
reality –the deep metaphors (Zaltman) we live by (Lakoff and Johnson). Dennis
Kingsley, sociologist and cofounder of WorldShift International, noted in his article on
Quantum Consciousness and Entanglement that our brains work like receptors that
translate frequency waves into pattern recognitions. When we pay attention to the world
around us, we pick up common patterns, which we then reinforce into a version that we
call our reality. “Unfamiliar patterns often get ignored since they do not fall within our
receptor remit.”51 Like entangled particles, our “mirror neurons” (Kingsley) respond
emotionally to resonance with others. When we become more aware of others’ responses
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to us and our responses to them, we can help to dismantle old patterns and develop new
patterns of connections. This is a kind of “quantum field consciousness” that we can call
“field awareness” (Kingsley). The first steps then in change are 1) immersing ourselves in
field experiences and 2) paying attention.
Why is Malcolm Gladwell so popular? In a sense, he employs a kind of field
theory in his research, similar to what I’ve done here for this dissertation. He looks for
anomalies and “black swan” solutions in culture by plumbing unlikely, multiple
disciplines and applying them to a complex issue or problem. In Gladwell’s book,
Outliers, he describes something he calls the “Roseto Mystery.”52 Roseto is a small
community in Pennsylvania, which hailed from Roseto, Italy. Unlike their surrounding
neighbors, the people of Roseto lived longer, were disease free (including heart disease
and cancer), were hardy and happy and only died of old age. After studying the
community, they were not found to eat better or have healthier exercise habits, nor did
they seem to do anything we normally attribute with health and long life. And yet, they
were an obvious anomaly. Gladwell notes that what seemed to be the cause of their joy
and peace, health and prosperity came not from individual habits but from a “community
ethos.” He calls attention to the calming effect of their community church and their
communal faith, the way they lived together generationally, the way they treated each
other with respect within their community and the way they accepted each other
unconditionally. This was what he called an “outlier” community –an established culture
that defied all odds and all norms and expectations. A “black swan.”
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The greatest challenge to changing the dynamics between church and culture lies
in what I call the Identity/Field Paradox: Identity building requires relational field
dynamics and creating resonance and attention within the field requires a strong identity
Creating identity through metaphor doesn’t happen in a vacuum. It is contextual.
It happens in relationship. For the church, it happens in relationship with culture. In
resonance, the stronger identity prevails. As long as the church does not make identity
building with metaphor a priority, it will never succeed in creating a counter cultural
movement nor serve as a healing and change agent in the midst of culture. The paradox
lies in that this can only be done in conversation and in connection with culture. The
church must engage in culture in order to distinguish itself from culture in a counter
cultural way. In order truly to forge a new metaphorical identity, the church must venture
into the field.
Postcritical Metaphor Field Theory in the Integration Age
“Metaphors help eliminate what separates you and me.”
Haruki Murakami, Kafka on the Shore

Question 2 (Matrix): How Can We Use Metaphor Field Theory to Communicate with
Current Culture?
A friend told this story. About 30 years ago, he was planning on visiting a lake in
another state and wanted to know the water temperature, so as the computer age had
begun and information had begun to be more readily accessible, he thought he would go
online to the search engine of the time (long before google) to look to see if anyone had
posted an approximate water temperature for this time of year. When he put the inquiry
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into the search box, up came an entire chart from an environmental agency with the water
temperature at four different places in the lake every single day for the last 30 years! He
was blown away! Only a few years earlier, he would have had to go through several card
catalogues, make numerous calls to various environmental agencies or buy a report (if
available at all to the general public) and have it sent to get that kind of detailed
information. This was miracle of the information age.
Now, with the growth of large conglomerate health systems, digital technologies,
platforms, and the demand for online access sourced and networked to our every need,
we see an increase in the need for integrated information, systems, communications and
networks. Large companies who previously held monopolies or competed against each
other are now collaborating to please a consumer, who now expects complete
synchronization and integration on the technological and digital levels. 5Q cellular
proposes to become the most integrated system available, literally enabling individuals to
access and network with every personal platform imaginable. We have moved beyond the
information age and into the integration age. Today, information is a given. The amount
of information available and in demand now makes integration no longer a convenience
but vital.53
21st century culture is networked, collaborative, communicative, creative,
computational, emergent, adaptable and integrative. Critical thinking is still highly valued
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but within transdisciplinary and integrative teams. Adaptability and the facility to move
quickly and change course spontaneously is no longer a plus but part of the job
description of nearly any position, not just those in technology. People today want
answers quickly. They don’t want to wait or go through a long, orchestrated process.
Ideas, projects, technology and inventions can become obsolete almost overnight.
This new shift is not about entering into a certain “century”. In fact, if you google
“21st century” the first thing you’ll get is an auto insurance company ad! It’s about a
compilational, global shift in which a major cultural paradigm change is taking place.
The speed at which we moved through an industrial to an information paradigm is
nothing compared to the speed at which we are now forced to move from an information
paradigm into an integrational one.
Our current culture is undergoing a shift toward postcritical, post-information and
post-multidisciplinary. But the idea of a “post” culture is not reflective of this culture. I
am calling this culture therefore an “integrative culture” descriptive of an age of
integration. We are living in an age, where integration is a primary value for the human
and corporate condition.
The Integration Age
Cherwell, a company and cultural data producer, reported the results of a study
about integration in the workplace. They found that those who report high levels of
integration also report the highest levels of productivity, engagement and satisfaction.54
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Today we live not in a postmodern age but in what I am calling the Integration
Age, characterized by “fields” of knowledge, opinion, relationship and thought. No
longer do we have separate “disciplines” but the digital age (now moving into the
integration age) has brought us to a place in which collaboration and creativity are
paramount to everything and anything else. Relationships mean everything. And
relationships happen when fields transgress boundaries, which collapse and sometimes
disappear. What does it mean to be integrative? Integration unifies separate things, helps
people make connections. Integrative medicine for example combines conventional and
alternative medicine. Integrative systems combine for example, cellular and cable.
Integrative thinking originated with Graham Douglas in 1986 and was further
developed by Roger Martin in his book, The Opposable Mind.55 In order to solve
“wicked” problems, that is complex interdependent problems resistant to resolution,
Martin says, we need a holistic strategy integrating reason, intuition and imagination. A
“wicked” problem is not an ethical judgment but is a metaphor for complexity spawned
in the information age. To embrace interconnectedness is to create a “big picture” look
(holistic health).56
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Those of this new age of integrative thinking often believe that technology
expands human potential (new humanism) in areas such as globalization, change
tolerance and exploring transhumanism. Integrative thinkers confront and are comfortable
with risk taking, innovation, visuals, aesthetics and style. Integrative thinking is
adaptable, competent, creative, entrepreneurial, sustainable, collaborative and encourages
big picture thinking. Nerds rule, emotional empathy has prime authority and anyone can
be a celebrity. Diversity, social networks, internet and 5Q technology define how we live
in our world.57
In the book, Bored Lonely Angry Stupid, Luke Fernandez and Susan Matt note
that technology is shaping our emotional culture. Facebook can make us feel lonely. But
they say it’s deeper than how we feel in the moment. Tech is changing the way we
respond as emotional beings. Yet, where we once thought of solitude as virtuous, we now
pathologize loneliness. Technology is not just making us lonelier; it is altering the
meaning of loneliness.58
Like any culture or age, the Integration Age can have positive and negative
aspects. It’s connective, but it’s also alienating. It’s relational but rarely face to face and
intimate. It’s creative and daring but can be daring to the point of being dangerous. Those
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who seek justice and compassion are also easily offended and often unapproachable, can
be emotional but can substitute emotion for authority. The Integration Age is antiauthoritarian and anti-hierarchical but those living within it can feel lost without heroes
and confused about whom to trust. It’s anti-individualist and pro-collaborative but strives
for attention and the bottom line. It boasts increased connection but lack of identity,
increased information but dissatisfaction with answers. Increased communication media
contributes to increased globalism (integration on a technological network and
information, digital level) but decreased “tribal” identity, as Len Sweet calls it, and
increasing disintegration of relationships and personal human touch.
For us to understand this fast-paced, adaptable, fast-changing, project based, team
based global environment, we need to engage in it. Like it or not, the church must learn
about its neighbors and stop disassociating itself from its own culture. We need to “pay
attention” and be “world travelers” to understand the values of a culture pining for
integration and screaming for something to believe in.
In order however to engage in this integrative culture, we must understand
another key concept: postcriticism. It’s not enough to become experimental, inquisitive,
creative and innovative, integrative, collaborative, intergenerational, interactive,
interspacial, intertemporal, technological and digital, identity rich, health and
environment conscious. We must also have faith.
The irony of the false church and culture dichotomy is that as faith in a
postcritical culture increases, faith in the western denominational church is decreasing.
The church must engage not to save culture but to save itself.59
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future and faith as a means to overcome fear of change.
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Toward a Postcritical Field Theory of Metaphor
As Jesus’ story of wineskins attests, we cannot use old theories for new age. But
it’s not just that we have become more global, more technological or more integrated.
Due to the way technology and social media are shaping our brains to respond neurally
and emotionally to an increasingly visual, metaphorical and integrative culture, we’ve
also become more holistic, relying more and more on right-brained functions.60 Today,
knowledge is not just a matter for us of fact-gathering, reason or even hypothesis. In
today’s postcritical culture, intuition, emotion, creativity, experience and faith all fall
under the realm of truth and valid authority and knowledge.
The term “postcritical” was coined and defined by scientist and philosopher
Michael Polanyi in the 1950s in his book Personal Knowledge to indicate knowledge that
goes beyond sheer intellect.61 Polanyi called this kind of right-brained knowledge
“indwelling.” Intuitive and experiential knowledge may have been accepted in a
postmodern, information age society, but in today’s integrative, postcritical culture, it has
become vogue. In a sense, postcritical culture knows what artists, writers and people of
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faith have known for years: that knowledge is not just limited to critical analysis,
strategy, facts or planning.
Today’s surge in movies, mini-series and fiction is not just a form of escapism
from harsh realities of culture, but it is an affirmation that in today’s culture more than
any other, fiction communicates truth through story. Stories are our commerce. Stories
are organized metaphors, metaphors evoke emotions, and emotion is the substance of
faith. The bottom line is that we live in a faith-based culture, not a strategic planning
culture. Not an industrial, linear and mechanistic culture, but a web and network-based
culture. To understand this kind of culture, we need to find ways to engage with people,
who accept all forms of knowledge as truth. A postcritical culture necessitates a
postcritical theory.
Any theory of postcritical, integrative culture must be both interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary. Even the word interdisciplinary itself falls somewhat short in that it,
like multidisciplinarity, suggests distinct disciplines collaborating in conversation or
relationship. Transdisciplinary may be a more descriptive word to describe the study of a
culture which is diverse, collaborative, synthesized and multifaceted. We borrow the term
“transdisciplinary” from the healthcare field, one of the fastest growing fields today, who
are earnestly seeking vast forms of integration.
A transdisciplinary team is one in which members come together from the
beginning to jointly communicate, exchange ideas and work together to come up
with solutions to problems. A multidisciplinary team is one in which members use
their individual expertise to first develop their own answers to a given problem,
and then come together -- bringing their individually developed ideas -- to
formulate a solution.62
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The disciplines used to source this dissertation in order to create a postcritical
theory of metaphor are both interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary. For example, in
establishing a definition of “field,” I have drawn from the fields of quantum physics and
mathematics, geology, semantics, linguistics, anthropology and psychology. This
interdisciplinary approach allowed me to glean ideas and approach for a theory of
metaphor I am calling “field theory.” However, in order for me to establish what that
field theory might look like and how it might behave in context, I needed to look at the
characteristics of postcritical culture. To come up with a description of postcritical
culture, I looked at what kinds of books are most popular, which are best-sellers, what
trends they describe and what kinds of insights and advice they offer. I drew on popular
culture, on multimedia, on advertising and marketing and on books that describe the
needs of people today. The books that sell the most give us clues about the needs of
people in our culture, their desires and their deep metaphors.
While the Church has hidden itself away scared to dip its toe into the waters of
postcritical culture, meanwhile, postcritical culture itself holds the solution to addressing
faith, connection, identity and meaning in its very core. Far from atheistic, this may be
the most faith inquiring culture since the Middle Ages.63
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A postcritical theory of metaphor assumes that metaphor contains truth and
informs knowledge, is transdisciplinary, is multimodal and includes faith as knowledge
and in conversation with knowledge. A postcritical theory of metaphor in praxis is both
paradoxical/dialectical and connective. It solidifies identity and it un-inhibits
relationships. It can both stand firmly and roam freely at the same time. In the postcritical
field, metaphor is unifying and stabilizing fodder as well as transfigural impetus for
change.
A postcritical theory and study of metaphor can open new avenues for
communication between church and culture if we only have the tools –the metaphors.
Metaphor is both meaning and medium. The primary metaphor for a postcritical
metaphor field theory is the field. Its primary medium is also the field. Its impetus is
faith. People do not live in a vacuum. Metaphors are naturally transversive and therefore
subversive in the sense that they are living and movable, constantly eroding and
reforming. Identity is formed by “creative destruction” and reimagining of a new
metaphor landscape. In this metaphor acts as a change agent. Fields are collaborative,
adaptive, integrative, diverse, and open source. An open source field will foster
vulnerability, openness, relationality, connection, space and inquiry. It will reveal its
layers and faults through its relationships. The field is transdisciplinary, creative and
aesthetic space. 64 Field unites metaphors in a network where change agency can happen
emergently.
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Postcritical metaphor field theory can be used for church structure issues, healing
ministries, life change groups, Bible studies, in preaching and teaching ministries, in
worship, in mission and in evangelism. But not without engaging in the field.
Jesus tells a parable in the gospel of Matthew about the kingdom of heaven: “The
kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a field. When a man found it, he hid it again,
and then in his joy went and sold all he had and bought that field. (Matthew 13:44, NIV)
We cannot hide from the world God created. We were created to roam the fields,
to tend and cultivate the fields and to find pearls of meaning (the kingdom) in the fields.
We were called to live and work in fields we did not plant (Joshua). To do this, we need
to engage in culture and to learn from culture rather than hiding from culture. What if
instead of seeing culture as the adversary, something to retreat from, dispute or defy, we
could find wisdom in it? What “pearls” of wisdom can we learn from this postcritical,
integrative culture?
How can the church be part of culture and yet be counter cultural? We must begin
by changing our metaphors. How do we change our metaphors? We must engage in the
field.
12 Lessons We Can Learn from Postcritical, Integrative Culture
Culture Lesson #1: Immerse!
You can’t learn only by being an observer. The church needs to immerse itself in
culture recognizing that it is an integral part of culture. You can’t be counter cultural
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unless you are first immersed in culture. Learn. Get educated about the people around
you. In our current culture, engagement is everything. The power of metaphor is triggered
through immersion, relationship, interaction and engagement. That does not just mean
talking to people. Remember the Starbucks story? The church must be a cultural hub,
must reflect its community “signature.” Forge a community logo. Learn its primary
metaphors. Line your walls with pictures of your community and its people, your
hospitals, your industries, your local artisans, your restauranteers. Do not make the
church an outsider. Let the community create gardens, or a mural or a landmark on your
wall or lawn. Open a chapel for ongoing prayer. Allow people to light candles, receive
anointings or meet there to talk about questions of faith. Display their artwork. Engage
their musicians. But most of all, give them a place to explore their faith without
subscribing to rules, regulations, membership requirements and schedules. Make church
THEIR place!
The issue of ownership in our churches has warped our understanding of how to
engage with culture. The problem with a one-sided ownership mentality is that it
immediately sets up a closed system. Think like a barista! You are not owners, you are
servants. You are faith baristas!
Culture Lesson #2: Collaborate!
Identity is collaborative and built around metaphor. People develop a defining
sense of self by engaging in and collaborating with the identity you are inviting them to
take part in. Metaphor is the DNA of identity. Emotional resonance creates identity. But
decision-making through relationship creates identity too. One metaphor offers many
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prismic ways to express that identity. Find ways to allow people to engage and
collaborate with you and you with them.
Disney just came out with a new Star Wars ride in which they supply the vehicle
but you drive it and immerse in the story or adventure. Collaboration does not mean you
are in the lead. It means you are either collaborating together, or you are inviting
someone else into the driver’s seat. Designing products or experiences is no longer about
the signature of one artisan but about the collaboration of many. The platform takes
precedence.
It’s now “cool” to collaborate. Music, movies, fashion and science all realize that
the most creativity comes from great collaboration.
Designer Marjorie van Elven noted, “Fashion is all about collaborations these
days and it looks like the trend isn’t going anywhere in 2019. In a survey of 149 fashion
and beauty brand executives, conducted by Glossy, 38 percent of respondents said the
companies they work for plan to launch a collaborative product or collection this
year….A few months ago, Gucci designed a limited-edition book cover for Florence
Welch’s poetry book, published by Penguin Books.”65
In the rural town of Pine Plains, New York, Winchell Mountain Coffee Company,
teamed up with cartoonist Sandra Boynton to create perhaps the most unique coffee on
the market. It’s called “The Boynton Collection.” Each coffee flavor sports a cartoon by
Boynton. For example, “Cowboy Coffee” says, “Strong enough to float an anvil.” Master
Roaster Bob Rivkin joined with Sandra Boynton to create what they call “Wildly
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Dynamic Designs for Wildly Dynamic Connoisseurs.” The boutique coffee from the
Catskill mountains can be found online or in local, community shops.66
Today, there are no competitors, only opportunities. The church needs to know
that the world is not the enemy. People will jump aboard causes for big results. In this
culture, teamwork is paramount. The church can team up in mission with people in the
community. Join community causes, show you care about your people and your
community, be a collaborator. Gain respect by taking part in ventures not your own or for
your own benefit. Collaborative ministry is not just ministry between churches or church
factions. Collaborate with culture and its diversity of people.
Culture Lesson #3: Adapt!
Adapting means holding onto identity, not industry, tradition or old models of
ministry.
World renowned cellist Stjepan Hauser, member of the group “Two Cellos” and
social media maven has captured the attention of the world by playing music from
classical to rock. He is popular with people of all ages.67 One of his gifts is his ability to
adapt his style and presence to all kinds of music and all kinds of venues. Those who can
adapt and merge old with new in ways that resonate will gain what this culture thrives on
most: attention.
Metathesiophobia is fear of change. Fear is the great inhibitor. Fear of culture,
fear of change, fear of difference. The irony of the integrative age is that in the most
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combinatory, relational, connective culture we’ve ever seen, the church’s greatest fear is
relationship and integration.
The church is not alone in quaking in the wake of monumental cultural and
technological change. Culture also is experiencing identity problems dealing with the fast
changes that have happened culturally and technologically. Those who adapt best will
thrive most. The church must learn to be comfortable with change, finding comfort not in
stability but in faith. Only then can it comfort others.
Culture Lesson #4: Be Visible! (Attention, Attention, Attention!)
Social media as a platform allows us for the first time to “quantify” attention.
Attention and engagement are now commodities. The “authority” and “creativity” of the
creator is superseded by the race for the most social media hits. Social media means
money. The internet has become an attention-grabbing game. And anyone can play.
Anyone can be a “celebrity.” Anything can be a “miracle.” To keep attention (the gaze)
in a fast-paced, distractable world is a number one priority. You can’t sell a product if
you can’t get someone’s attention.
To live in current culture, you must make social media your friend.
Communications staff and volunteers are no longer a luxury but a necessity. Let people
know who you are and what you stand for. People can’t resonate with your metaphors if
they can’t see what they are. Create a metaphor logo. Create a metaphor story. Create
metaphor visuals about who you are and what you represent. Know your identity and use
metaphor to visualize it! Be visible!
Culture Lesson #5: Resonate!
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Metaphors are your friends. How can you connect with community needs through
faith? Remember that identity is created best by decision-making. How can the church
invite people to create and define the types of faith-related activities, options that resonate
with their local culture or their needs, interests and desire, while offering metaphors that
develop faith identity? What is your identity matrix?
We live in an image-driven culture. Images are the icons of our stories, our
dreams and identity. All we have to do is turn on the television or listen to the language
of advertising to know that story, image and sound, made easily accessible by 21st
century digital culture, have become mediums for linking identity to product. Change the
story, change a life.
In 1928 Walt Disney took a pencil and began drawing not one singular cartoon
but a series of slightly different cartoon images that, when seen quickly in a specified
order, appeared to take on life. These were images that moved and changed. When
images move and change in an ordered set, story is born. When those stories contain
metaphor, they take on not only movement through time, but depth, timelessness and
memory. Memory is stored and storied metaphor. We recall memories as fossilized story
and interpret meaning from the clues and signs embedded within the metaphors.
Recalling memory is like replaying a film. The images and metaphors in the film, which
appear life-like, but are not alive, provoke memories of real-life experiences. We connect
to them in our minds, evoking emotional, spiritual, mental and even physical responses.
The more resonant the images, the greater the responses.
I’ve spent most of my life working with metaphors. When I sit down to write, or
when I send my mind out to play, I need to give it something to play with. I’ve learned
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that my best and most creative connections come from a core metaphor. Think of it this
way. You can send a child out to play in the field, and that child will find things to play
with and places to roam. But give the child a shovel, or a flower, or some clay or a ball,
and that child will start to create something. Metaphors are the “playthings” of the mind.
Churches must play the field sport of “metaphor resonance.” Whether you create
one with your own hands from mud and sticks or whether you find one in a field,
metaphors are like magnets that bond to paper clips and bracelets, tuning forks and ions.
They are not choosey in what they attract but surprise with their ability to attract the
unexpected all on their own. Change the metaphor, change the attraction. Change
someone’s metaphor, change a life.
Culture Lesson #6: Diversify
Churches must diversify their ministries, interests and congregation, not by means
of committees or hierarchies or forced data, but by action within the community. Many
churches are still engaging in the same ministries, dinners, missions and events that they
were doing 50 years ago. Times have changed.
Churches, ask yourselves, what are the needs and desires of your community
today? What kinds of relational activities can you do together?
Diversify your teams. Dispense with trying to run every ministry through the
same few small committees that you’ve had for the last 20-50 years. Integrated culture is
a project based, team-based culture. Create new teams with new purpose, vision and
creative ideas. But remember, when you diversify your teams, you will also diversify
your power, your leadership, your ideas and your risks. Be prepared to risk inviting new
people with new ideas to run with new projects.
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Diversification starts with taking risks. Try new things. Don’t be afraid to fail.
Remember the lesson of quantum entanglement and black swans. Don’t sweat small
failures. Risk big.
Culture Lesson #7: Innovate!
Create an artisan identity. Be creative. Metaphors procreate. Create new stories.
Unbridled creativity flows with openness and space. De-strategize, de-control, dis-order
and disembark on new ventures in creativity and innovation. We are living in the most
creative and innovative culture since the Renaissance. People today understand that
creative minds thrive in diverse, collaborative and messy (disordered) space. Create space
for innovation and ideas. Make time to vision with metaphors, to get serious about how to
incorporate arts into the church, not just in worship but throughout the building.
Host the work of local artisans. Encourage artists to collaborate on murals or other
kinds of art that visualize faith. Allow people to experiment and to use the facilities for
innovative gatherings and ideas. Schedule dreaming time into your church’s calendar.
Don’t make meetings about numbers and data dominate your conference table, but
encourage the flow of minds and hearts.
Encourage people to pay attention to metaphors that resonate and find ways to
visualize them, propagate them, realize them and post them. Allow people outside of the
church to lead initiatives, to engage in creative endeavors, to input ideas and to help
create the church environment.
Culture Lesson #8: Resource!
The show “This Old House” on television for 40 years (since 1979) now also has
a website and magazine. The innovative show developed a “buzz” as the “go-to” site for
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creative hands-on remodeling. Its premise is simple: how to take an ordinary, drab, old,
crumbling or even condemned house, a “fixer-upper” if you will and renovate and
revision that house into a new, sound and exquisite piece of art based on the identity and
style of the homeowner still while remaining true to the feel of the neighborhood or
context.
Creative designer and imaginer Russell Morash conceived of the idea for “This
Old House” as he was designing and renovating his own 19th century home. He wanted to
help other people do what he could do. But he also wanted to jumpstart others’
imagination and innovation. He dreamed of encouraging people to draw upon their own
creative potential. He wanted to help people learn and discover ways of making the house
of their choice into a unique reflection both of owner identity and the style of a certain
“place and space.” He didn’t just want to show people the nuts and bolts of renovation.
He wanted to, as he puts it, “expand the viewers’ perceptions of what a home can be.”68
The result? The show not only launched a new genre of programming that won 18 Emmy
Awards but has grown into a “lifestyle brand.”
Creative resourcing takes passion for your neighbors. It takes knowing who you
are as a church in order to turn “God’s house” into a “home” for your community, based
on the identity of its citizens and the uniqueness of its neighborhood. Some home
renovations take time before you see results. But do you love your community enough to
get to know its heart’s desires, and to resource it with faith and passion? Or as Leonard
Sweet would say, do you love your zip code?

68

See Russell’s story at https://thisoldhouse.com.
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Culture Lesson #9: Be Emotional!
In metaphor field theory, emotions cause resonance. Connect with people on an
emotional level as well as an intellectual and spiritual one. Faith is an emotional
response, not an analytical one. Be willing to engage with people emotionally and speak
to them in emotional metaphors they can relate to. What are their deep needs? What are
they missing in their emotional life? Be authentic. Honest about your faults and mistakes.
Be human. Embrace them, and they will embrace you.
Culture Lesson #10: Be Intuitive
Pay attention. Use your intuitive knowledge and your emotional EQ to experience
life and faith and to delve into conversations about people’s experiences of God. Be
prepared to engage in conversations about knowledge that go beyond facts and beyond
your own comfort zone. Don’t be afraid of questions. Don’t feel the need to have all of
the answers. This culture is comfortable with mystery.
Marcel Proust said, “The true voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new
lands but in seeing with new eyes.”69 Changing your metaphors can allow you to see in
new ways and to experience the world in depths that you’ve never plumbed before. To
change your metaphors, you will need to look honestly at your current patterns, to discern
and visualize new possibilities and to think imaginatively about the church, about
scripture and about life in ways you never have before. Do not fear the unknown. Above
all, embrace faith. Faith informs intuition.
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Marcel Proust, Remembrance of Things Past: The Captive, trans. C.K. Scott Moncrieff
(Adelaide, France: The University of Adelaide), last updated December 17, 2014,
https://ebooks.adelaide.edu/au/p/proust/marcel/p96c/.
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Culture Lesson #11: Ramp Up!
Facilitate ease of communication with technology, metaphor and the art of
communication. Be accessible. Be conversive. Ramping up means, creating ways to be
accessible, drawing bridges across divides and fostering new kinds of tools for
communication between your church and your culture. Ramp up your platforms but
maintain your content. Learn from business. Don’t become business. Learn from science.
Don’t become science. Identity doesn’t change by ramping up. It simply ramps up
identity to Identity 2.0.
Culture Lesson #12: Exude Faith! (Be Willing to Show the Results)
Roam the fields of scripture, culture and life. Discover, nurture and treasure deep
metaphors for faith. Faith holds the highest value in post critical culture. Many are
looking for anchors for their faith. Give them the anchors you have found that ground you
in your life. Exude faith. Be the missing piece of everyone’s soul puzzle. You are the
rock in the storm. You know and trust Jesus.
Be willing to explore faith. Why should people put their trust in Jesus? How does
Jesus serve as an anchor for faith? Can you visualize what a Jesus trusting counterculture
looks like? Can you explain to someone, why is it better? These are questions you need to
be prepared to answer.
We live in a protean culture. Far from atheistic, faith abounds, but seldom in our
religious institutions. On the other hand, faith has increased in the realms of science.
While most organized religion has gone by the way of institutionalism, culture has taken
to inquiring about faith. If you want to resonate with culture, you first need to embrace
the mystery of faith.
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Faith as Disruptive Metaphor
Everything begins and ends with faith. To be counter cultural is to be a highly
resonant church, one which is deeply faith-filled and relational with a strong identity
based in connectional metaphors. The resonant church offers community and world a
chance to engage in a faith-connected way of living for an integrated, postcritical world.
The human search for identity, for healing, for new kinds of connection, for
dealing with emotions and grief, growth and change is insatiable. All of these require
faith. Identity marinates in faith, a kind of knowledge of self and world that goes beyond
facts, book learning, materiality and convention. It is only found in the wildest of places,
places found in the heart where we see and meet self and God face-to-face.
Faith and the desire for connection make the field irresistible. Metaphor Field
Theory serves both stabilizer and change agent. Metaphors are naturally connective and
identity rich. Metaphors have the potential to reconnect fissures and create new
collaborations –between academy and church and church and culture to serve as identity
builders and relationship makers for the world. But most of all, a postcritical field theory
of metaphor can serve as a conduit for addressing issues of faith.
Most of all, faith is a disruptive metaphor. It’s the key to unhinging false
conceptions and the impetus for engaging in relationships with God, the world and the
mysteries of the mind and heart. If the vast, open field of possibilities is your destination,
faith is the wanderlust in the art of roaming.
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SECTION 4:
ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION
The artifact I am submitting is the founding of a 501C3 nonprofit called The
Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies (SFMS). At the writing of this dissertation,
SFMS has been incorporated, and the application for federal exemption under code
501(c)(3) has been completed and submitted with every expectation that it will receive
exemption within two months. The website, faithandmetaphor.org, will launch and begin
receiving memberships on or before September 9, 2019.
SFMS will be dedicated to bringing multiple disciplines studying metaphor
together for the purposes of relational communication, interaction and the sharing and
generating of ideas. SFMS supports interchange between theory and praxis, including
between the biblical studies academy and practical ministry, between religion and culture
and between faith and religion. SFMS is committed to creating a better, less divisional
world through the art and craft of metaphor making.
Metaphor field theory supports the idea that metaphors are the DNA of meaning,
identity, communication and change agency and that metaphors function within fields,
even as they form and influence fields and are formed and influenced by fields. Fields
contain matrices of contextual provocation. Metaphors are necessarily relational and
powerfully creative. Metaphors are naturally communicative in ways that dissolve
through boundaries and create new connections. Metaphor study today represents the
cutting edge of research in nearly every field, except in faith and ministry. Based in
postcritical ideas, I believe that innovative metaphor study and metaphors can provide a
way to bring disciplines together into conversation, to bring theory and praxis together
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into relationship and to heal cultural divides. I also believe metaphor can provide hope
and a renewed identity for the Church and for practical ministry in general, if those
within those institutions are willing to engage in interdisciplinary and intercultural
conversation and to reimagine a new landscape in which the Church exists within “yet
identifiably distinct from” culture.
The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies creates forum space, a playing field,
for new and creative interaction through the medium of metaphor and a niche for the
study of interdisciplinary metaphor in conversation with faith. Faith in culture today, in
the sciences today, in the various manifestations of religion and its institutions today
introduces questions about meaning and identity that require metaphorical answers, and
new metaphors. My hope is that SFMS will serve as a cookpot, a catalyst for positive
change, innovation and hope, as fields merge and open communication creates new and
dynamic ideas that break out of disciplines and form and re-form organically in a unified
matrix of life. For the purposes of ministry, this means new concepts for teaching and
reaching, nourishment in theory and research, re-immersion in the primal sea of culture
and its swirling ideas about faith and new landscapes for mission and vision using
metaphor to converse with and create relationships with people in a 21st century world.
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SECTION 5:
ARTIFACT SPECIFICATION—THE SOCIETY FOR FAITH AND METAPHOR
STUDIES A 501C3 NON-PROFIT
Purpose
The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies (SFMS) is a new nonprofit
corporation dedicated to interdisciplinary metaphor studies in conversation with faith. I
believe strongly that metaphor holds the key to communication, relationships, identity
and wellness. SFMS will encourage study in metaphor across the disciplines and in
conversation with faith, so as to equip faith-based organizations and ministries better to
navigate and understand our current culture, to engage in it more effectively and to
interact with the world innovatively.
Through creating open forum spaces for the sharing of knowledge, research and
praxis, SFMS hopes to help people transverse boundaries and find new and helpful ways
to engage in our fast-changing, often divisional world.
SFMS responds to a postcritical culture in seeing people as integrated and holistic
beings, in seeing culture as a relational “field” rather than a set of divided factions and
organizational disciplines, in seeing creativity as the result of relational difference and in
seeing faith and questions about faith as an integral element of 21st century human life.
To ignore or negate “faith” from interdisciplinary conversation is like excluding the lungs
from the human body. No matter what a person’s definition of faith, faith itself cannot be
left out of any cultural postmodern discussion. SFMS recognizes that faith is not
necessarily religion or institutional affiliation but that in order for ministry to have legs in
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postcritical culture, those in ministry must endeavor to understand postcritical definitions
of faith and the questions raised concerning faith that help inform identity.
SFMS also recognizes that if the Church is to have a future in a postcritical
culture, it must learn to exist within that culture, learn from its many disciplines and seek
ways to foster integration and communication. In other words, ministry must become an
“aid” to healing disconnects. To do this, ministry must first become “connected.”
Ministry cannot be counter-cultural without first immersing itself “in” culture as a
culturally integrated and appreciated entity.
SFMS’s mission is five-fold: 1) to promote the integral study of metaphor across
all disciplines and in postcritical culture; 2) to encourage those studying metaphor to
bring their work and creative ideas into conversation with faith and culture or with
ministry and its institutions; 3) to enhance and enable the cutting edge study of metaphor
in seminaries, universities and the biblical studies academy; 4) to create an open and
symbiotic forum for dialogue between metaphor theory and praxis; and 5) to provoke
fresh ideas and innovations that will help to resource practical ministry and build shared
identity in a new and changing postcritical world.
SFMS’s primary vision is unity, not in the sense of sameness but in the sense of
sharing a diverse, integrated and symbiotic future. The Society envisions creating new
spaces for conversation and creativity between faith and other disciplines, between faith
and metaphor studies, between biblical studies and ministry practitioners, between culture
and church, between theory and practice and between professional academician and
practitioner for the purpose of the interchange of ideas; engagement with issues of faith
and culture; addressing problems of disintegration, disconnects and alienation between
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diverse spheres; helping to implant meaning and identity through metaphor; and fostering
innovation and invention in a postcritical world.
As a nonprofit, SFMS will focus on a mission and vision to engage the world in
fostering change agency, identity building, communication and interrelationships through
metaphor.
Goals and Strategies
SFMS will employ strategies that serve its primary purpose; therefore, the
Society’s first strategy had to be to ground itself in a defining metaphor. SFMS
recognizes metaphor to be the core unit of all meaning and finds metaphor to be the
common language for interdisciplinary and cultural dialogue. For this reason, the primary
metaphor for the Society’s journal is the mandorla. Rooted in the ancient Hebrew symbol
of the almond seed, the mandorla has long been a metaphor for birth, holiness, the
merging of ideas or spheres and the generation of creativity. While SFMS is still
formulating its logo, byline and branding particulars, ie colors and fonts, we know it is of
utmost importance that the Society itself be firmly grounded in a defining metaphor. The
mandorla or almond may be manifested as the almond tree, almond seed, sprout, or as
situated in the field, but the organic nature of this metaphor emphasizes the natural
process of bringing multiplicity into relationship and encouraging interdisciplinary
conversations. Along with the mandorla, the idea of the “aurora,” the creative production
of colors induced by solar energy, will give the mandorla a 21st century makeover.
A second strategy will be to create a defining “story.” That story will be a
“waking” story. The Hebrew word for almond is shakeid, from the root shakad, which
means, to watch or wake. The almond tree is the first to bloom in spring, to awaken from
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its “winter sleep.” SFMS has a “wakening eye” on culture and will keep an open and alert
eye to cultural shifts and changes and will serve as a catalyst to change, beauty and hope
for the world through metaphor sharing.
Practical strategies serve the goal of creating support, growth and healthy
interaction for the Society in service to its mission and vision. This will involve, to a
great extent, making connections and forging relationships with potential and respected
scholars in metaphor studies throughout the disciplines and sharing our story and vision
for integrated interdisciplinary communication in conversation with faith. I have begun
contacting scholars who have engaged in metaphor studies through SBL/AAR, through
RaAM and through the alumni of Portland Seminary in the Semiotics and Future Studies
(soon to be Semiotics, Church and Culture) program. Additionally, I will search out
universities as well as labs and associations with studies in metaphor throughout the
disciplines. I will contact known scholars in the field of metaphor studies to engage their
support and will encourage those studying metaphor to offer papers at the Society’s first
Conference (March 26-28, 2019 in Philadelphia) and to submit articles for Issue No. 1 of
the journal, “Mandorla.”
Additionally, SFMS will engage in an aggressive funding campaign involving
grant seeking, donor gifts and corporate sponsorships for the conference in 2020. SFMS
will integrate a plan to build an endowment, which will support the Society’s mission and
vision and provide stability for the growing organization.
The primary goal for 2019-20 for SFMS will be to host a dynamic and exciting
conference and to attract respected speakers and scholars, both theorists and practitioners,
in order to gain momentum for its vision.
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Audience
The audience for SFMS will be all those working in metaphor studies (or postcritical semiotics studies) of any kind and across any discipline, including those in
biblical studies, practical ministries, anthropology, politics, economics, philosophy,
theology, the sciences, the social sciences, psychology and psychotherapy, advertising
and marketing, journalism, linguistics and literatures and so forth.
SFMS will include individuals, as well as institutions, such as seminaries,
universities, entrepreneurial thinktanks, metaphor labs and those from interdisciplinary
occupations working in or with metaphor.
SFMS is intentionally interdisciplinary and invites those throughout the academic,
practical and cultural disciplines to engage with post-critical manifestations of faith,
questions about faith and definitions of faith in order to give voice and substance to this
very human need for identity, meaning and relationship with a God beyond ourselves.
Although SFMS is a membership-based society, it is open to anyone wishing to
enter its open, thinktank-like atmosphere for the purposes of new learning, innovation
and mutual growth. SFMS ultimately promotes unity in diversity of ideas through
relationships, knowledge sharing and bonding through the agency of metaphor.
Scope and Content
The Society will be a membership-based forum for the exchange of research and
ideas and a thinktank for theoretical and practical application. The Society will host an
annual conference. The first annual conference is set for March 26-28, 2020 in
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Philadelphia and is titled “Faith and Metaphor in Conversation.” The call for papers will
go out in September 2019 upon the launch of the website, www.faithandmetaphor.org.
The Society will publish “Mandorla,” a quarterly journal of interdisciplinary
articles pertaining to the intersecting fields of metaphor studies and faith beginning
January 2020. The call for articles will go out fall 2019.
The Society will offer information and updates through its website and will
distribute an online monthly newsletter to members with updates in the field,
announcements of upcoming books, jobs, innovative research and articles of interest. A
blog will offer insights and topics for thought and will be interactive for members.
The Society will proudly sponsor an annual scholarship of $1000 for a graduate
student entering into the DMin in Semiotics, Church and Culture at Portland Seminary,
beginning with a student entering into the program in the fall of 2020. The application
will be made available online on the website at the launch date. Applications will be due
by February 1, 2020, and the recipient will be announced at the March conference in
2020.
A board was assembled and has met several times since the Society’s inception
and incorporation, dated the 10th of July 2019. The initial expenses for creating the
nonprofit were covered by using seed funds from my personal account. On July 19, 2019,
a nonprofit business bank account with both checking and savings, bank debit card and
credit card was set up through Bank of America. The website is set to go live by the
second week of September or earlier 2019 and will begin immediately taking
memberships. The application for federal exemption was submitted August 14, 2019. The
board, currently consisting of 8 members, will meet quarterly to maintain the vision and
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carry out the mission of SFMS. I will serve for the first few years both as President of the
Board and Executive Director of operations for the fledgling nonprofit.
Budget
Primary sources of revenue for SFMS will include membership fees,
subscriptions to the journal, conference fees, grants, sponsorships and other donations.
Membership dues are made on a sliding scale according to status and income
(student or regular membership). Additionally, journal subscriptions will be made
available according to institution/organization or to individual members.
SFMS has initiated a three-year projected budget forecasting the organization’s
viability and future stability (see the document in Appendix F). The growth of the
organization will depend on its ability to 1) continually increase visibility through
marketing/advertising and communications and relationships with interested institutions
and individuals and 2) implement a varied and assertive fundraising plan.
A $30,000 endowment fund, to be built over the next three years, will 1) create
financial stability, 2) provide yearly interest which will fund the annual scholarship, 3)
provide in the future through its interest a percentage of the operating budget, allowing
for the organization to spend most of its time on the mission instead of in fundraising
activities and 4) provide increased opportunities for SFMS to offer new and innovative
opportunities according to its mission and vision.
As seen in the fundraising plan and three-year financial budget forecast and seed
budget, SFMS expects to end each year in the black and to build memberships and
financial stability annually over the next three years.
SFMS currently will employ only one staff member, the Executive Director.
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As I have invested significant personal seed funds into building the Corporation,
the board voted at its July 16, 2019 meeting to reimburse me for the seed funds after
SFMS begins to take in income and becomes financially stable.
SFMS will pursue a fundraising plan involving applying for grants from
foundations, such as the Annenberg Foundation, the Luce Fund, the Mustard Seed
Foundation, the Hans and Company Google Ads Grant and several other foundations
primarily located in the Philadelphia and Wilmington, Delaware areas. I am using the
Foundation Directory online in order to research possibilities and potential donors.
SFMS will also pursue corporate sponsorships for its upcoming annual conference
and will host a fundraising dinner at that conference for the purpose of raising Founder’s
funds for the fledgling operating budget, for building the proposed endowment fund and
for supporting the first annual scholarship.
Promotion
SFMS will begin building relationships immediately with organizations such as
RaAM, SBL, AAR and other secular organizations that may be engaging in metaphor
studies. SFMS will implement a social media platform as well as advertising through
Portland Seminary’s alumni lists. SFMS will also ask Board members to create prospect
lists for memberships and donations and to release the announcement of its launch to any
affiliated organizations, such as Tabor College, Southeastern University, Drew
University, Evangelical Seminary and others with whom Board Members engage in
programs or relationships.
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SFMS will list, as financially able, its conference in as many popular and
association journals as feasible in order to gain visibility for both SFMS and its
conference and journal.
SFMS will contact known scholars currently working in metaphor to invite them
to take part in the journal and in the first conference and will engage in SEO optimization
through its web building partner Aboundant, LLC. The success of SFMS will largely
depend upon aggressive relationship building with individuals, businesses, other related
nonprofits and societies or associations and institutions. The Executive Director will
continue to attend other related societies and association meetings and will plan to host
SFMS meetings at those associations or to advertise SFMS’s conference on those other
sites. The Executive Director and Board will promote SFMS within their own circles of
influence.
SFMS will engage in social media pixeling and will invest in facebook ads in
order to engage effectively in social media marketing. The Executive Director will also
contact academic institutions who may have interdisciplinary departments for metaphor
studies to let the public know of SFMS’s first conference.
A successful first conference will be vital to the organization’s reputation as an
innovative and effective forum for cutting edge research and ministry on the pulse of
culture.
Standard of Publication
SFMS has several standards for publication. Memberships will be taken through
the primary website, which will become the hub for member information and access. The
journal “Mandorla” will begin in year one as an online publication but will move to
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include a print publication when financially feasible. The conference is yet another
medium. And in addition, an online blog and newsletter provide online connections with
members and donors. SFMS may also host special events for the purposes of fundraising.
The primary standard for creating SFMS were the legal documents for creating a
501(c)(3) nonprofit in the state of Pennsylvania. The Articles of Incorporation were filed
in July, and in August, IRS Form 1023 was filed, containing all of the documents listed in
Appendices E and F.
I feel strongly that by creating a nonprofit Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies,
I can gain the most impact possible for the implementation of my dissertation and my
belief in the power of metaphor.
Launch Plan
This artifact draws on many of my assets and skills. Before my career in ministry,
I spent years both as a full time assistant professor of Language and Literature (both in
German and in English), an adjunct professor of composition and research and many
years after that as an academic administration executive in universities and schools in
both the academic affairs and operational sides of the institutions. This experience gave
me a plethora of knowledge to draw upon in creating this artifact.
In my administrative positions, I created and oversaw multiple budgets, multiple
departments and multiple staff. In my last full-time administrative position, I was hired
to build a development department from the ground up and effectively did so, raising a
half a million dollars on behalf of the school in year one. I also during this time did
extensive research in creative entrepreneurialism and published reviews in the New
England Journal for Entrepreneurship.
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As a scholar and professor, I published articles in the field of literature and
cultural studies of science in prominent, peer-reviewed journals. During that time, I also
created conference sessions, spoke frequently at professional conferences and
created/hosted large organizational events. I understand the world of academics, but I
also understand the world of ministry and practical theology. And I saw the growing
divide myself as a student in seminary in the early years of the 21st century.
In addition to spending the last 15-20 years engaged in pastoral ministry as a
senior pastor, I have managed several businesses for my colleague in professional
ministry and created the site for ministry resourcing, www.preachthestory.com on his
behalf. I continue to manage that site and to write for it weekly as a regular contributor.
I have always been engaged in interdisciplinary studies and know the value of
idea exchange. One of my gifts in ministry has been my ability to facilitate and motivate
groups and teams, to generate creative ideas and strategies for growth and change and to
unite people in ways that supersede their differences.
This artifact speaks to my experience, my passion and my love of metaphor. I
have been a literary analyst with a cultural and scientific bent for many years. And I
continue to foster that excitement for research and writing, communication and ministry
within this artifact. In creating SFMS, I feel, I am bringing together a powerful medium
that can serve as a provocative change agent not just in academics and in ministry but
throughout interdisciplinary culture.
The artifact will be complete by the time of this dissertation’s submission. Form
1023 has been submitted, and the website is due to go live on September 9, 2019 or
before. After that, SFMS will continue to grow. The artifact in that sense will not reach
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full completion before the submission date, but its launch will be the beginning, I hope,
of a long and fruitful future. I will continue in the role of both President of the Board and
Executive Director until I or the board feels that SFMS has grown enough financially
either to hire additional staff or to elect another President to lead its vision.
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SECTION 6:
POSTSCRIPT
When I first conceived of The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies, I could not
have imagined the immense potential I now believe it could have within the field of
metaphor, within culture and within religion and practical ministry. Each day of the
Society’s inception, I am more convinced that this kind of forum and thinktank space has
been lacking and that nothing else like it currently exists within our growing postcritical
culture, and definitely not in our ministry or cultural conferences and associations. In
ministry, I have continually seen how our thought and notion silos have kept pastors and
congregations from understanding, let alone communicating with our own communities
and culture. This has been a strange and mysterious phenomenon going on for many, too
many, years. Additionally, I have seen the church left desolate and often resourceless, as
their seminaries, originally their own seedbeds for intellectual and spiritual nourishment,
have veered off into their own directions, catering to an academy that has seldom
conversed with its own neighboring intellectual disciplines. Meanwhile, culture continues
to change rapidly, to generate thoughts and ideas, technology and connections that we are
entirely missing. The inability for us to connect is not merely a fear of connection but has
been the inability to understand the DNA of connection itself as it presents itself in our
postcritical world. I believe this DNA to be metaphor, and its matrix is its “fields.”
Clear to me now is the immense power of metaphor. This clarity increased in the
writing of this dissertation and in the forming of this artifact, SFMS, as I struggled to
describe it and bring it to life in creating the documents for the 501(c)(3) and in
approaching donors and supporters for its mission and vision. Not only must SFMS
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promote metaphor, but it must be and exude metaphor, even as it creates a new playing
field for metaphor exchange.
As I was seeking a keynote speaker for the conference, one of my board members
suggested Frank Luntz. Frank Luntz wrote a book entitled, Words That Work: It’s Not
What You Say, It’s What People Hear. Throughout our program in the Semiotics and
Future Studies curriculum, Len Sweet has used examples from image-rich, storied
advertising, music, art and creative visuals to help us understand the influential, changeagency power of metaphor on the intellect, emotion and the spirit. But I have realized in
creating SFMS how influential words, and especially metaphors, can be in changing
entire cultural perspectives, especially in our current cultural and political atmosphere.
Throughout the conference program by RaAM (Researching and Applying
Metaphor), a community of interdisciplinary researchers, I saw politicians, economics
researchers, social science and psychoanalytic practitioners, linguistics and literary
professors and healthcare professionals come together in a kind of “lab” to discuss this
kind of power and how it affects their disciplines. However, I realized that
“interdisciplinary” for RaAM still meant each researcher exploring his or her own
discipline in respect to metaphor and coming together to share them. And while I think
this has been a ground-breaking idea, I felt the need to take “interdisciplinary” to another
level in SFMS by creating forum space to actually allow the disciplines to “converse”
together, to bring, as Len Sweet would say, opposites into uncommon or sometimes
uneasy relationship in order to see what kinds of innovative ideas this collision would
spark.
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Left out of the conversation entirely by RaAM and often by SBL and AAR (The
Society for Biblical Studies and the American Academy of Religion) has been “faith.”
Yet throughout the cultural, scientific and social scientific disciplines, faith has emerged
particularly in postcritical culture as an integral and inseparable aspect of thought, being,
identity and of course, metaphor. Faith is as primal and primary to our sense of self as
water. Questions about faith are integral to our identity as a “whole” person and
especially paramount to understanding and exploring postcritical culture. The more I
have immersed myself in the mission and vision of SFMS, the more I have come to
realize that bringing the disciplines, culture and ministry into conversation with “faith” in
postcritical culture has never even been considered, oddly perhaps, not even in the
Church.
I feel strongly throughout this project that I am embarking on a grand voyage of
discovery. And I have not even begun to set sail. I am convinced that SFMS will open
new avenues for research and will hopefully reunite the academy with its practitioners in
new and perhaps interesting and catalytic ways. I hope SFMS will promote the study of
metaphor throughout the disciplines in the United States and abroad and that the Society
will encourage innovators to found programs for the study of metaphor in our universities
and seminaries, fostering mutual interdisciplinary respect. But most of all, I hope SFMS
can somehow contribute to finding ways to mend the divisions in our culture through
innovations in metaphor and cross-disciplinary communication.
Last, I must mention, I have learned to highly respect lawyers. I have two on my
board. As I completed what felt like hundreds of detailed pages of explanation for IRS
Form 1023, the application for federal 501(c)(3) nonprofit status and attached pages and
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pages of documents to support its many questions, I realized how important it is to create
an entity that is stable, fair and enviable in its operations, attractive in its mission and
vision and worthy of support and membership. I know I still have a huge learning curve
in building this organization into the flourishing thinktank I hope it can be, but I am
excited about the challenge, and I have a magnificent and supportive board to help me.
Nothing is more beautiful than collaboration, especially when it crowdsources around a
magnetic and beautiful metaphor, the mandorla.
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APPENDIX A
BUSINESS PLAN
The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies

Where Images and Words Make Waves That Matter

Introduction
The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies (SFMS) is a new nonprofit
corporation dedicated to interdisciplinary metaphor studies in conversation with faith. We
on the Board of SFMS believe that metaphor holds the key to communication,
relationships, identity and wellness, and we hope to encourage study in metaphor across
the disciplines and in conversation with faith, so as better to equip faith-based
organizations and ministries to navigate and understand our current culture, to engage in
it more effectively and to interact with the world innovatively. Faith and culture can
communicate in “deep conversation” through paying attention to metaphor.
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Whether in researching in biblical studies, teaching/preaching the scriptures,
engaging in psychotherapy, or in research in the social sciences, in politics, in advertising
or in visioning and identity building, metaphor serves as the DNA of those fields.
Through creating open forum spaces for the sharing of knowledge, research and
praxis, SFMS hopes to help people transverse boundaries and find new and helpful ways
to engage in our fast-changing, often divisional world.
The Problem and the Niche
Today, what we call the “Academy,” that is, those researching in areas such as
Biblical Studies, Theology and Church Ecclesiology, even Church and Culture, do so
from an enclosed system often unrelated to church ministry or other types of practical
ministry. Ministry Practitioners on the other hand do not typically cross that “academic”
boundary and do not typically engage in the kinds of research that the academy could
offer, nor do they have the time to do so. This gap results in ministry practitioners lacking
training, resources and knowledge in their field. Not only does this divide between theory
and praxis continue to grow, but both of these face an even greater divide, that between
Biblical Studies/Ministry Praxis and “faith” or inquiries about faith that exist in current
culture or across other academic and cultural disciplines.
Today, cultural theorists such as Tim Harford, Malcolm Gladwell, Leonard Sweet
and Nassim Nicholas Taleb and metaphor theorists such as Lakoff and Johnson and
David Grove, among others know that in today’s world 1) generalists are as valuable or
more valuable than specialists 2) super creativity results from bringing diverse topics,
issues or factions into unusual relationship 3) the most unexpected and rare pairings hold
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the greatest potential for learning and change 4) communication happens on a deeper
level than words 5) the best order derives from chaos and interactive space 6) postmodern
culture engages best in a non-hierarchical and non-agenda seeking environment in which
ideas emerge and in which communication happens spontaneously and naturally (what
David Grove called Emergent Knowledge) and 7) all identity, communication and
understanding is built from metaphor.
Even while metaphor is recognized across culture as integral to meaning and
identity, no organization in the United States whether ministry or academic is dedicated
to interdisciplinary metaphor studies. And no organization engaged in metaphor studies
brings those into conversation with the faith component within our current culture. The
organization RaAM in Europe, while invested in metaphor studies across most
disciplines, so far has left religion and faith out of its research and conference and has so
far limited its practitioners to secular entities. Only one seminary in the United States
offers a ministry practitioner training program in using metaphor in theoretical and
practical ministry: the “Semiotics and Future Studies” program at Portland Seminary,
soon to be called the “Semiotics, Church and Culture” program. Additionally, the oldest
Biblical Studies associations in the US hosting the largest national and international
conference for researchers in Biblical Studies, The Society for Biblical Literature along
with the American Academy of Religion, do not typically host sessions for ministry
practitioners nor do they as a whole represent research in metaphor-based studies. They
also typically do not connect research with current culture or with questions of faith. In
recent years however, a small faction of researchers in those organizations from around
the world have begun to pursue significant research projects in metaphor studies as
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related to biblical studies and religion. This represents a cutting-edge area of research that
I predict will grow rapidly. Further, the combination of metaphor theory and postmodern
theory represented in my dissertation as “metaphor field theory” offers new possibilities
and potential for research.
The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies offers a new kind of space in which
these boundaries between Biblical Studies, Ministry, Culture and unrelated Disciplines
can be transversed for the benefit of creativity and innovation both in research and in
praxis. The Society (SFMS) invites scholars to share research with practitioners and
encourages both theorists and practitioners in all disciplines to investigate how their field
intersects with other fields and how these might interface with questions of faith and
identity appearing in our current culture.
SFMS creates a needed and missing niche not only for research and praxis but
within culture as a whole. SFMS recognizes that unity emerges from diversity and that
conversation and relationship influence identity.
As a nonprofit, SFMS will focus on a mission and vision to engage the world in
fostering change agency, identity building, communication and interrelationships through
metaphor.
Mission and Purpose
The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies is a non-profit charity association
created with a five-sphere overlapping mission 1) to promote the integral study of
metaphor across all disciplines and in postmodern culture, 2) to encourage those studying
metaphor to bring their work and creative ideas into conversation with faith and culture
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or with ministry and the church/synagogue, 3) to enhance and enable the cutting edge
study of metaphor in seminaries and the biblical studies academy, 4) to create an open
and symbiotic forum for dialogue between metaphor theory and praxis and 5) to provoke
fresh ideas and innovations that will help to resource practical ministry and build shared
identity in a new and changing postmodern world.
The 21st church and synagogue need to find ways of being in conversation with
culture, living in tune with other disciplines and operating on the edge of innovation,
while maintaining roots in faith and an identity in God. The Society recognizes metaphor
to be the core unit of all meaning and finds metaphor to be the common language for
interdisciplinary dialogue.
For this reason, the metaphor for the Society is the wave, representing the
merging waves of collaborative ideas and disciplines, the winds and waves of the Spirit,
waves of sound and light, waves of innovation and change and waves of metaphorical
meaning. I derived this idea from the aurora borealis, one of my favorite metaphors in
The Seraph Seal, signifying the power of transfiguration.
The metaphor for the Society’s journal is the mandorla. Rooted in the ancient
Hebrew symbol of the almond seed, the mandorla has long been a metaphor for birth,
holiness, the merging of ideas or spheres and the generation of creativity. The title
therefore of the Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies (SFMS) Journal will be
"Mandorla."
The Vision
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The Society's primary vision is unity, not in the sense of sameness but in the sense
of sharing a diverse, integrated and symbiotic future. The Society envisions creating new
spaces for conversation and creativity between faith and other disciplines, between faith
and metaphor studies, between biblical studies and the church/synagogue, between
culture and the church/synagogue, between theory and practice and between professional
academician and practitioner for the purpose of the interchange of ideas; engagement
with issues of faith and culture; addressing of disintegration, disconnects and alienation
between diverse spheres; helping to implant meaning and identity through metaphor; and
fostering innovation and invention in a postmodern world.
The Society will be a membership-based forum for the exchange of research and
ideas and a thinktank for practical application. The Society will host an annual
conference. The first annual conference is set for March 26-28, 2020 in Philadelphia, PA
and called "Faith and Metaphor in Conversation." The Call for Papers will go out in
September 2019.
The Society will publish "Mandorla," a quarterly journal of interdisciplinary
articles pertaining to the intersecting fields of metaphor studies and faith beginning fall
2020.
The Society will offer information and updates through a website,
faithandmetaphor.org, and will distribute an online monthly newsletter to members with
updates in the field, announcing upcoming books, jobs and innovative research. A blog
and other membership features can be accessed through the website.
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The Society will proudly sponsor an annual scholarship of $1000 for a graduate
student entering into the DMin in Semiotics and Future Studies Program (soon to be
known as the Semiotics, Church and Culture program) at Portland Seminary, beginning
with a student entering into the program in the fall of 2020.
A board was assembled and met after the Society's inception and incorporation,
dated the 10th of July 2019. The initial expenses for creating the nonprofit were covered
by using seed funds from the personal account of the Founder, Lori Wagner. On July 19,
2019, a nonprofit business bank account with both checking and savings, bank debit card
and credit card was set up through Bank of America. The website is set to go live by the
second week of September 2019 and will begin taking memberships. The application and
documentation for the 501C3 was sent to the IRS for approval of exemption as a
nonprofit on July 31, 2019.
The board currently consisting of 8 members will meet quarterly to maintain the
vision and carry out the mission of the Society. Lori Wagner, Founder and current
President of the Board will also act as Executive Director of Operations for the fledgling
nonprofit for the first few years of its inception.
Primary sources of revenue will include membership fees, subscriptions to the
journal, conference fees, grants, sponsorships and other donations.
Financial Forecast / Funding and Revenue Models
SFMS has initiated a three-year projected budget which forecasts the
organization’s viability and future stability. On September 9, 2019 or before, the website
for SFMS (faithandmetaphor.org) will launch and begin taking membership dues.
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Membership dues are made on a sliding scale according to status and income (student or
regular membership). Additionally, journal subscriptions will be made according to
institution/organization or individual member. Conference registrations will also go live
at that time, along with the call for papers and call for articles for the journal Mandorla.
The amounts raised from those program incomes will represent the bulk of the
organization’s incoming funds.
The growth of the organization will depend on its ability 1) continually to
increase visibility through marketing/advertising and communications and relationships
with interested institutions and individuals and 2) to implement a varied and assertive
fundraising plan.
At its September Board Meeting SFMS will propose the parameters for a $30,000
initial endowment fund to be built over three years. The future endowment fund would 1)
create financial stability for the organization 2) would provide yearly interest for funding
the annual scholarship 3) would in the future provide through its interest a percentage of
the operating budget, allowing for the organization to spend most of its time on the
mission instead of in fundraising activities and 4) would provide increased opportunities
for SFMS to provide new and innovative opportunities according to its mission and
vision.
As seen in the attached fundraising plan and three-year financial budget forecast
and seed budget, as well as other documents found in the Appendices of the Dissertation,
SFMS expects to end each year in the black and to build memberships and financial
stability annually over the next three years.
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SFMS currently employs one staff member, an Executive Director. Lori Wagner,
Founder of the 501C3 has invested personal seed funds into building the Corporation.
The Board voted at its July 16, 2019 meeting to reimburse the Founder for the seed funds
after SFMS begins to take in income and becomes financially stable.
SFMS will pursue a fundraising plan involving applying for grants from
foundations, such as the Annenberg Foundation, the Luce Fund, the Hans and Company
Google Ads Grant and several other foundations primarily located in the Philadelphia and
Wilmington, Delaware areas. We are using the Foundation Directory online in order to
research possibilities and potential donors.
SFMS will also pursue corporate sponsorships for its upcoming annual conference
and will host a fundraising dinner at that conference for the purpose of raising funds for
the fledgling operating budget, for building the proposed endowment fund and for
supporting the first annual scholarship.
Relationship Building, Visibility and Marketing
SFMS will begin building relationships immediately with organizations such as
RaAM, SBL, AAR and other secular organizations that may be engaging in metaphor
studies. SFMS will implement a social media platform as well as advertising through
Portland Seminary’s alumni lists. SFMS will also ask Board members to create prospect
lists for memberships and donations and to release the announcement of its launch to any
affiliated organizations, such as Tabor College, Southeastern University, Drew
University, Evangelical Seminary and others with whom Board Members engage in
programs or relationships.
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SFMS will list as financially able its conference in as many popular and
association journals as feasible in order to gain visibility for both SFMS and its
conference and journal.
SFMS will contact known scholars currently working in metaphor to invite them
to take part in the journal and in the first conference and will engage in SEO optimization
through its web building partner Aboundant, LLC. The success of SFMS will largely
depend upon aggressive relationship building with individuals, businesses, other related
nonprofits and societies or associations and institutions. The Executive Director will
continue to attend other related societies and association meetings and will plan to host
SFMS meetings at those associations or to advertise SFMS’s conference on those other
sites. The Executive Director and Board will promote SFMS within their own circles of
influence.
SFMS will engage in social media pixeling and will invest in facebook ads in
order to engage effectively in social media marketing. The Executive Director will also
contact academic institutions who may have interdisciplinary departments for metaphor
studies to let the public know of SFMS’s first conference. A successful first conference
will be vital to the organization’s reputation as an innovative and effective forum for
cutting edge research and ministry on the pulse of culture.
Board and Staff and Organizational Documents
The Board currently consists of 8 members and three officers:
Lori Wagner, President (PA)
Norbert Haukenfrers, Secretary (Canada)
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Vern Hyndman, Treasurer and Social Media Manager (PA)
Alan Klein, Legal (NY)
Jesse Caldwell, Legal (NC)
Leonard Wilson, Communications and Journal Editor (TX)
Robert Feinberg, Professional Fundraising Advisor (OH)
Leonard Sweet, Semiotics and Cultural Theorist (WA)
Current Staff includes one paid member:
Lori Wagner, Executive Director (please see Executive Director Salary and Financial
Contract as listed in the Appendix)
The organizational documents for SFMS are its Bylaws, passed by the Board at its
Special Meeting, dated July 30, 2019 and its Articles of Incorporation (also passed by the
Board July 30, 2019). SFMS received its certified articles of incorporation with an
inception date of July 10, 2019. Amended articles of incorporation (including an
additional page attachment) were certified July 27, 2019 and Bylaws amended August 13,
2019.
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APPENDIX B (1)
CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
“Faith and Metaphor in Conversation”
March 26-28, 2019 in Philadelphia
The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies
The Kimpton Monaco Hotel
433 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106
215 925 2111 / 855 295 BELL / www.monaco-philadelphia.com
[This venue is not yet confirmed.]
Conference Questions:
How do metaphors of culture, the scriptures and the sciences “converse” with
faith in 21st century culture across the disciplines?
What does “faith” mean in a postcritical culture? How is “faith” vital to
postcritical conversations of any kind? How can metaphor serve as a conversation
mediator and catalyst between “faith” and culture, academic endeavor and practical
applications in multiple fields?
Conversation whether dialogic or multi-modal must engage diverse factions and
opinions, issues and ideas. What metaphors of faith exist in a culture which is
increasingly postcritical, divisional and multifaceted? How can metaphor studies across
the disciplines intersect and connect to cultural definitions of faith? How can scientific,
social, political, environmental and biblical studies of metaphor contribute to an
interdisciplinary view of metaphor studies?
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How do metaphors create cultural shifts? How can metaphor studies act as change
agents in healing divisions of all kinds and in fostering conversation and connection
between diverse factions?
How can biblical metaphor studies foster postcritical, cultural awareness in
practical applications of ministry?
What can we in the sciences, social sciences, cultural studies, ministries, biblical
studies, politics, advertising, health care and other disciplines studying metaphor learn
from each other? How can we apply that learning to the end of a better, more integrated
postcritical world?
Thursday March 26, 2020
8:00-8:50

Welcome to SFMS –Presidential Address: Field Theory:

Creating

a Matrix for Research and Praxis of

Metaphor Across the Cultural

Disciplines and in

Conversation with “Faith”
9:00-10:30

Session I
Room 1: Metaphors and Scripture
Room 2: Interdisciplinarity, Multimodality and Metaphor
Room 3: Teaching Metaphor Across the Disciplines
Room 4: Metaphorical, Cultural and Postcritical

Understandings

of Faith
Metaphor Story Lab:
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10:45-12:15

Session II
Room 1: Metaphors and Communication
Room 2: Non-Visual Metaphors
Room 3: Metaphors and Identity Making
Room 4: Texts, Contexts and Landscapes of Meaning
MetaVisual Talks (TED Style Pecha Kucha Presentations):

12:30-1:30

Lunch Meeting of the Board / Tours of Philadelphia

1:30-3:00

Session III
Room 1: Metaphors and Healing
Room 2: Technology and Metaphor
Room 3: Metaphors for Faith in 21st Century Culture
Room 4: Metaphor and Change Agency
Innovative Cultural Metaphors Conversation Roundtable:

3:00-4:30

Session IV
Room 1: Using Metaphor to Create Mission and Vision
Room 2: Intersections Between Scripture, Culture and

Science
Room 3: Deep Metaphors
Room 4: Metaphors and the Mind
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Digital Demos:
4:45-6:15

Session V
Room 1: Session TBA (open for proposals)
Room 2: Session TBA (open for proposals)
Room 3: Session TBA (open for proposals)
Room 4: Session TBA (open for proposals)
Theory/Praxis Thinktank Session:

6:30-7:30

COCKTAILS

7:30-10:00

FOUNDERS’ FUNDRAISING DINNER w Keynote

Speaker

[tba] on “Metaphors and the Politics of

Communication”
Proposed Speaker: Frank Luntz [not yet confirmed]
Friday March 27, 2020
9:00-10:30

Session I
Room 1: Metaphors and Theology
Room 2: Healthcare and Metaphors of Faith and Illness
Room 3: Archaeologies of Meaning
Room 4: Conceptual Metaphors and Postcritical Culture
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Master Class Workshop: Biblical Studies and
Interdisciplinary

10:45-12:15

Metaphor Studies

Session II
Room 1: Metaphors and the Sacred Arts
Room 2: Metaphor, Place, Space and Architecture
Room 3: Deconstructing Metaphors
Room 4: Scientific Metaphors for God
Metaphor Lab II:

12:30-1:30

Museum Tour

1:30-3:00

Session III
Room 1: Metaphor, Faith and Creativity
Room 2: Session TBA (Open for Proposals)
Room 3: Session TBA (Open for Proposals)
Room 4: Session TBA (Open for Proposals)
MetaVisual Presentations:

3:00-4:30

Session IV
Room 1: Metaphor, Science and Faith
Room 2: Metaphor in Politics
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Room 3: Creating Stories from Metaphors
Room 4: Metaphors and Fiction
Innovative Conversation Roundtable:
4:45-6:15

Session V
Room 1: Metaphor and Communications
Room 2: Metaphors for Creativity and Connection
Room 3: Session TBA (Open for Proposals)
Room 4: Session TBA (Open for Proposals)
Digital Demos:

7:00

Optional Evening Activity

Saturday March 28, 2020
8:00-9:30

Board Breakfast

9:30-10:30

Thinktank Session I: Theory and Praxis
Metaphor Theory and Faith Across the Disciplines
Master Class Workshop: tba

10:45-11:45

Thinktank Session II: Theory and Praxis
Option 1:
Resourcing Practical Ministry with Metaphor
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Option 2:
Connecting Academy, Faith and Culture Through
Metaphor: Creating Spaces,
Merging Fields
Option 3:
Creating Cultural Communication and Innovation Through
the

Interdisciplinary Study of Metaphor
CONFERENCE ADJOURNED
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APPENDIX B (2)
CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIPS

Diamond

$10,000+
Event Banner, inclusion in all advertising, program
booklet listing and full-page ad, invitations to all
board events and meals for 8 people, inclusion in
social media announcements, free table at event,
free conference attendance for up to 10 people,
inclusion of literature and materials in tote bag.

Titanium

$5,000-$9,000
Inclusion in program booklet and full-page ad,

inclusion in

all advertising, invitations to all

board events and meals for

4 people, free

conference attendance for up to 8 people,
inclusion of literature in tote bag.

Platinum

$2,000-$4,999
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Inclusion in program booklet and half-page ad,
invitations

to all board events and meals for 2

people, free conference

attendance for up to 6

people, inclusion of literature to pick

up at event

table.

Gold

$1,000-$1,999
Inclusion in program booklet, free conference

attendance

for up to 4 people, inclusion of

literature at event table.

Silver

$500-$999
Inclusion in program booklet, free conference

attendance

Bronze

for one person.

$100-$499
Inclusion in program booklet.

Sterling

$50-$99
Inclusion in program booklet.
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Brass

$10-$49
Inclusion in program booklet.

Special Donors:
Partners

Sponsor all print marketing material and conference
material and printing of program booklet.
Back page of program booklet ad and recognition,

free
invitation to all
people, two additional ads in

Advocates

conference attendance for up to 6 people,
board events for up to 4
program booklet.

Sponsor catering, music, speaker, or venue.
Banner at event, or name/ad on placemats or place

cards,
conference attendance
to all board events for up to 4

and name in program booklet. Free
for up to 4 people, invitation
people,

-------Founders

Anyone donating to SFMS in its fledgling year.
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APPENDIX C
WEBSITE DESCRIPTION

HOME PAGE
Logo The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies
Logo (defining metaphor) and Image (below title)
[The following should be sections of the home page hinting or linking to other pages.]
Our Birth Story [ show on page…w link to continuation on separatepage]
Our Mission and Vision [show this on page]
Call for Papers for SFMS Conference 2020 in Philadelphia, March 26-28 [ link]
Meet our Founder and Board [link and photo]
“Field Notes” Newsletter, Issue No. 1: September 2019 [link]
Event Schedule: SFMS Conference: March 26-28, 2020 [link]
DONATE: Support SFMS’s Vision of a More Integrated World Through Metaphor! [lg
button link w symbol]
Become an SFMS Member! [link]
Apply for the SFMS Scholarship (applications due February 1, 2020) [link to instructions
and application]
Call for Articles for Issue No. 1 of “Mandorla” (Release date January 2020) [link]
“Seeds for Innovation” Blog [partial showing…read more for members]
“Breaking News” from the Field of Metaphor [some showing…..link w read more]

[The above portions of the home page should be sectioned and represented by metaphors
if possible.]
[The menu should fall between the logo/main image and the rest of the home page and
should include: Home / Conference / Members / Join SFMS / About / Contact / Donate]
[The pages should be as image rich as possible / metaphor rich / professional yet
culturally trendy, representing the interdisciplinary nature of the Society. It may be
interesting to have symbols for the menu selections, but not sure if that’s too difficult.]
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At the bottom of the home page should be Contacts, the symbols for social media, 28 N
Hellertown Avenue, Quakertown, PA 18951 info@faithandmetaphor.org and donate.

DONATIONS BUTTON TO DONATIONS PAGE
The Society for Faith and Metaphor Studies (SFMS) supports the research and praxis of
metaphor across the disciplines and in conversation with culture and its various
definitions of faith.
We at SFMS believe that by encouraging innovative conversation between the disciplines
through the medium of metaphor that we can model new kinds of dialogue, spark
interaction and creativity and create a better world.
Will you help us?
DONATE to SFMS [with button going to financial/info/store page]

Want to help sponsor SFMS’s First Annual Conference in Philadelphia?
Contact loriwagner@faithandmetaphor.org to learn about opportunities for corporate and
individual sponsorships. Download the Sponsorship page here. [include link to page]
Help SMFS gain stability and longevity for our mission and vision! Donate to our Seeds
and Roots Endowment Fund: [click to link]
SFMS has initiated a goal of $30,000 to establish an endowment fund that will help us to
fund our annual scholarship, grow to help support the operational budget and provide
SFMS with increased stability and growth potential.
Want to donate to a specific initiative? You can do that too! Just click on the box that best
describes how SFMS lines up with your own values and interests! You can support the
journal “Mandorla,” the Conference, the Endowment, the Scholarship or just support the
general Mission and Vision of the Society.
Thank you for your generosity, enthusiasm and passion for our mission and our world!
All donations and gifts are tax deductable. SFMS is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, EIN: 842355645.
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SFMS CONFERENCE 2020 IN PHILADELPHIA (“FAITH AND METAPHOR IN
CONVERSATION”)
SFMS will hold its first annual Conference on March 26 starting at 9 AM and ending at
12 noon on March 28th. The conference will be held at the _______[still in process of
booking this] hotel in beautiful, historic Philadelphia.
Submit proposals for session titles and/or papers to:
Lori Wagner at loriwagner@faithandmetaphor.org [link to forms for both of those sheets]
You can find the current conference schedule here: [link]
Conference Attendees are invited to the First Inaugural Fundraising Dinner of SFMS with
Special Keynote Speaker ____[still firming this up], speaking on Metaphor and the Art of
Communication, to be held on Thursday evening of the Conference, March 26th at 6 PM.
Click here to register for the Conference: [link to store]
Conference hotels include:
Transportation is available in Philadelphia by bus, subway, rail, and taxi/uber.
Philadelphia International Airport is only 15 minutes from center city Philadelphia.

“MANDORLA” AN ONLINE AND PRINT QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF FAITH
AND METAPHOR STUDIES
The “Mandorla” is an ancient symbol representing the almond. The almond carries many
connotations, such as sustenance, life, new growth, creativity, innovation and fertility.
The shape of the almond can be formed by bringing circles together in relationship,
forming the “mandorla.” The mandorla for us symbolizes not only the interdisciplinary
nature of the Society but our acknowledgement that the best of innovation happens
through bringing unlikely fields into relationship and communication.
We hope that the journal “Mandorla” will foster the best research in the field of metaphor
throughout the disciplines and in conversation with faith and culture.
Dedicated to creating a forum for both theory and praxis, articles in “Mandorla” will
offer the depth of serious scholarship along with ideas for innovative praxis in the
cultural disciplines, the sciences, the social sciences, in biblical studies and in the kinds
of ministry that dares to venture into a world of faith that may be unfamiliar but ripe for
growth and innovation.
Members Link [to the journal…for now…button first issue, January 2020]
Send articles for consideration to our journal editor:
Len Wilson at lenwilson@faithandmetaphor.org
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FAITH, METAPHOR AND CULTURE DISCUSSION FORUM (BLOG)
[I will send you the first blog to post here. The home page link should go directly to the
blog page.]
September 2019: “Why Metaphor?”

SFMS NEWS FROM THE FIELD
[I will give you first news clips to go here closer to our launch in September…this will
change weekly. I will need to know how to post these.]
Do you have NEWS that you would like to share with members and colleagues? Send
postings to:
loriwagner@faithandmetaphor.org

“FIELD NOTES” MONTHLY E-NEWSLETTER
[The home page will go directly to the newsletter link. There will be one each month,
and we should have an archive for them. The first newsletter would be posted for
September when we launch. This will be a separate page.]
Submit news and articles and job descriptions to the newsletter by the 15th of the month
before publication to:
loriwagner@faithandmetaphor.org

THE SFMS SCHOLARSHIP
[The home page should link directly to the two scholarship pages, which I will send
under separate cover.]
MEMBERS
[This area should access the blog, newsletter, “Mandorla” journal online, scholarship and
member directory. Other areas should be open to the public, including donations.]
JOIN SFMS
[The fee schedule should go here along with the member perks. I will send under separate
cover.]
ABOUT SFMS (INCLUDING BOARD BIOS PAGE)
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I will be continuing to send you these as the board gets them to me. Each should have
photo and bio for the Board Page. I will also send you the description for “About SFMS.”
CONTACT US
For questions about SFMS, membership, the journal “Mandorla,” or the SFMS First
Annual Conference, please contact loriwagner@faithandmetaphor.org.
For submissions to the journal “Mandorla,” please contact
lenwilson@faithandmetaphor.org.
For questions about this website, please contact Tim Gossett at tim@aboundant.com.
Please direct questions about social media to Vern Hyndman at
vernhyndman@faithandmetaphor.org.

[copyright symbol] SFMS. This website was built by Aboundant, LLC,
….address…….website.
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